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Abstract
For better irrigation efficiency, it is recommended that farmers track their water
consumption to avoid over-irrigating. However, it is difficult to implement this as it is labor
intensive to supervise pumps manually and available technologies require high investment.
Therefore, a rain sensing pump controller for 3-phase electric irrigation pumps and a standalone portable Android enabled paddlewheel flowmeter has been developed to test their
feasibility.
The pump timer is a retrofit device for irrigation pump panels. The controller allows an
irrigator to start and stop the pump with less supervision. An infrared rain sensor is integrated
with the controller to measure rainfall and terminate pumping at a preset precipitation threshold.
Also, the pump controller has no batteries and automatically restarts the pump if pumping is
interrupted by a power outage. Functional testing of 30 days demonstrated zero false rainfall
interrupt during actual rainfalls and an average accuracy of 10% in rainfall depth measurement.
The paddlewheel flowmeter uses a microcontroller integrated with a recently developed
communication protocol known as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE API). The flowmeter calculates
and transmits real-time flow data to an Android app. However, due to component limitations,
the flowmeter lacks storage memory, and therefore the totalizer reading is reset to zero when
power is interrupted. The prototype uses an optimized paddlewheel design. Nine different 3Dprinted plastic paddlewheels were tested to improve paddle efficiency. Three distinct blade
designs, each printed in 3 blade-count variations of 4, 6 and 8 blades were compared to a
turbine meter. The diameter of the axial shaft was also reduced to minimize drag. The most
efficient paddlewheel design was determined by its regression slope, startup speed, and relative
flow-measurement errors. The average error of the conventional steel paddlewheel was reduced

from 17% to +-1%. However, to estimated flowrate the final software uses the Kc-factor which
was found to be 18,700 pulses/acre-inch at all flowrates. The flowmeter utilizes solar power to
charge the supercapacitor bank. The completed prototype was operated for 108.5 hours to test
functionality and resulted in an error of 1% in flowrate and a difference of 5.5% in total volume.
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1. Introduction
In the past century, the pressure on crop production has increased many folds due to
population explosion and industrialization across the world. To meet the ever-increasing food
demand, farmers have adopted innovative irrigation methods to become independent of rainfall.
Therefore, the irrigation systems have been under pressure to increase production with limited
water supply. Various kinds of irrigation methods, such as drip irrigation, sprinkler irrigation
and surface irrigation, which includes but not limited to flood and furrow irrigation, are
practiced all over the world. Due to simple and low-cost implementation, surface irrigation is
the most popular method, accounting for 90% of the global irrigation agriculture (Koech et al.,
2010). In the Mississippi Delta region, almost 90% of the farms are furrow irrigated. Furrow
irrigation is a process of partial surface flooding method where water is applied in furrows or
rows of sufficient capacity to contain the designed irrigation system (FAO, 2012). However, it
is a highly labor intensive, and the least efficient method with about 48% efficiency (Smith et.
al., 2005). This decreases the profit margin for farmers, as the cost of pumping water continues
to increase with rising energy costs and declining water levels. According to a 2014 study by
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), energy costs of pumping water represents
seven percent of the total farm production expenditure. Also, excess pumping leads to water
resource exploitation and rise in water pollution. Agriculture uses 70% of world surface and
groundwater supplies and pollutes them through its discharge of chemicals in herbicides and
fertilizers (FAO, 2012). Therefore, it is imperative to manage and conserve the natural resource
base by the orientation of technological and institutional change for the attainment and
continued satisfaction of human needs for the present and future generations.
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To increase the efficiency of irrigation, applying innovative practices has potential to
gain an economic advantage while reducing environmental burdens such as water abstraction,
energy use and pollutants (Turral et al., 2010). In the United States, various technology systems
and water-efficient practices are already available to enhance irrigation water management.
Different kinds of infrastructures and models have been developed to inform such practices to
irrigators. Still, very few irrigators utilize these practices to improve their water management
(Levidow et. al., 2014). The major reasons suggested by experts are high investment cost, lack
of perceived benefits and technical assistance for the available technology (Levidow et al.,
2014), and lack of innovation in automation devices for surface irrigation (Kebede et al., 2014).
The purpose of this project was to design and develop prototypes which can help a
farmer to timely activate and deactivate his pump without human supervision and to convey
flow information in an easy to use and meaningful format using a smartphone device. These
devices were designed according to the needs of surface irrigators. The focus was to reduce
labor in water management and limit water wastage by minimizing unnecessary pumping using
key irrigation information from the irrigation monitor and control devices that are low-cost, and
easy to use.
1.1.

Background
The 2012 case study of American Council of Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE)

claims that efficient pumping can create a potential saving of $1 billion annually (Yoder, 2009).
In 2003, more than 500,000 pumps were used for irrigation, and the total estimated energy cost
nationwide was more than $15.5 billion (USDA, 2014). There are 25,513 active electric pumps,
and 24,287 diesel pumps in Arkansas (USDA, 2013). A significant amount of crop irrigation
occurs in Mississippi Delta region of Arkansas. Only 10% of farms in Mississippi Delta region
2

use advance water management tools (Koech et al., 2010). Most farmers manually operate their
electric pump activity. These farmers typically use large three-phase motors, larger than 10
horsepower (5 kW to 150 kW), for pumping water from wells or reservoirs. Extensive pumping
has caused a steady depletion of the alluvial aquifer in many areas of eastern Arkansas (Gillip,
and Czarnecki, 2009). However, timely farm operations and reduction in human errors can
increase water use efficiency. These factors can be guaranteed by automation of irrigation
systems (Maskey and Lawler, 2002). Automation has several benefits for landowners in crop
agriculture such as improved lifestyle, easier execution of farm operations and productivityrelated benefits including reduction in labor requirement (Maskey, 2003). Regions with high
rainfall have even more potential of saving water and energy by ceasing irrigation during
rainfall and thus utilizing rainwater for irrigation. However, very few automation units come
with features focused on areas with high rainfall (Kebede, 2014). Unlike arid regions, states like
Arkansas with substantial precipitation (33% of total annual precipitation) during the growing
season, it would be valuable to account for the rain to save water and pumping cost.
Measurement of water consumed during irrigation helps to improve water management
design (Sheffield et al., 2013). Measuring irrigation without a flowmeter is like measuring car
mileage without an odometer (Henry et al., 2013). To improve water management, a flowmeter
is a valuable tool (Morrison et. al. in 2003). Farmers need accurate indicators of water
consumption to optimize irrigation water use, crop yields, and diagnose the irrigation system
inefficiencies. Effective hydraulic/hydrologic monitoring studies are critical for policy makers
to analyze agricultural water resources and design water management programs (Glasgow et al.,
2004). States like California have devised legal policies such as Senate Bill SBx7-7, November
2009, which requests water districts to submit their long-range plans including the options of
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measurement requirements and suitable physical measures to record the annual volumes of
water supplied for irrigated agriculture to the state ministry. However, despite having possible
advantages, water meters represent a product that few irrigators wish to adopt. A marketing
study conducted on Georgia state farmer concludes that, according to farmers, the main
disadvantages of the flowmeter is additional cost and management (Morrison et. al. in 2003).
Flowmeters used in agricultural irrigation generally display flow rate and total flow to the user.
Also, these commercial meters fail to report the depth of application and irrigation time,
information that an irrigator should also know to properly manage irrigation. Therefore, the
farmer has to record readings before and after irrigation events and then calculate the
application depth and irrigation time separately, as per his knowledge. Thus, acquiring irrigation
application and use information is time-consuming.
1.2.

Solution

The goal of this project was to develop new tools that could provide a safe, convenient, accurate
and economical method to control high voltage irrigation pumps automatically and present water
consumption information to an irrigator in a convenient manner using smartphone technology.
The pump controller device is a retrofit addition to a standard irrigation pump panel. The idea is
adopted from the devices used for automation of landscape irrigation. Companies like Rainbird
(Azusa, CA, USA) and Hunter (San Marcos, CA, USA) manufacture devices that can control
valves and motors with the help of microcontrollers. These products work well but cannot be
used for surface irrigation pumps as they are incompatible with 3 phase voltage. A few
companies like AgSense (Huron, SD, USA), NetIrrigate (Bloomington, Indiana, USA), Ranch
systems (Novato, CA, USA), Mottech water management (Caledon, Darling, South Africa),
Diesel engine motors (‘DEMS’, Dardanelle, AR, USA), etc. manufacture pump controllers that
4

can control pump activity through cellular communication. However, these devices are mainly
designed for pivot irrigation (Appendix A, Table 9A). Typically, these units cost from $1000 to
$6000 and sometimes need special ventilation due to the involvement of complex sensor units
(Bennett, 2008). Timer switches specifically for controlling pumps are manufactured by various
corporations (see Appendix B for available controllers). However, very few automation units
come with features focused on areas with high rainfall. Therefore, there are no inexpensive
digital pump controller devices in the market which provide rain sensing capability and help save
water in areas with hight rainfall (Kebede et al., 2014). Farmers who have large land holdings
require multiple pumps. They often have multiple pumps in operation and are not able to
physically shut them off, which leads to the pumps being left to run unnecessarily. No
agriculture automation company appear to offer a programmable digital pump controller without
telemetry services designed for surface irrigation that would adjust for precipitation events.
This lack of innovation is also observed in the flowmeter market. Flowmeters with various
communication systems are available in the market (Appendix A, Table 10A). Electromagnetic
meters (magmeters) work on Faraday’s law of induction to calculate a flow passing through an
applied magnetic field (Repas, 2007). They are excellent in measuring the flow of clean water
without a pressure drop. Magmeters also excel in the measurement of dirty water but have a high
capital cost. Ultrasonic meters emit sound waves that propagate through the fluid and measure
the flow by measuring frequency change or travel time of the emitted sound (Miller, 1996).
Doppler flowmeters also provide accurate measurement of flow with minimal pressure and
minimal maintenance due to the absence of moving parts. Replogle et al. (2015) stated that
ultrasonic and sonic types met the convenience and accuracy criteria, but the need of special
installation and high cost seems prohibitive for farm turnouts required to report their deliveries.
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Coriolis meters are considered to be the most accurate flowmeters. But this high degree of
accuracy is not typically needed for use in row crop irrigation. They are the most expensive and
difficult to install and maintain and are not suitable for large pipelines (mostly come in sizes of
two inches or less) (Yoder, 2009). Vortex flow-meters are more suitable for gas and chemical
flow measurement as they have a disadvantage of high head loss in case of liquid flow
measurement, but still, they produce less obstruction to flow than orifice plates used in
differential flow measurement technique (Yoder, 2009). Differential pressure flowmeters are the
most widely used flow meters. They work on Bernoulli’s principle of fluid mechanics. The flow
is measured by creating pressure difference along the pipe cross-section and calculating the
pressure difference during flow. But these meters are difficult to use as portable flow meters in
irrigation as they require frequent maintenance and calibration.
Mechanical flow meters utilize turbine and impellers to sense the flow. The speed of the turbine
is proportional to flowrate. In January 2007, the American Petroleum Institute (API,
www.api.org) approved a draft standard for the use of mechanical flowmeters (turbine and
propeller) in custody-transfer of liquid, steam, and gas where a high level of accuracy is required
(Yoder, 2009). Due to easy manufacturing and low cost, the most commonly used meter in
agriculture irrigation are the propeller type flowmeters. Propeller meters are accurate
measurement indicators that typically use mechanical registers. However, as accuracy demand
has increased, the maintenance of portable propeller flowmeters became important in the
agriculture sector. Replogle and Adler (2015) observed that standard cross-sectional turbine
propeller meter-installations work reliably in most ground-water pumping applications, but
quickly foul in most canal flows because weeds, moss, and grass build up on the propeller.
Therefore, to avoid velocity profile distortion and operate a propeller meter efficiently and
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precisely weed clogging must be prevented. A few meters such as insertion-meter,
electromagnetic meter etc. are less prone to clogging and come with digital output with allowing
for the easy adoption of telemetry or Wi-Fi addition. But these devices are costly and have
substantial power demand not feasible for portable applications. Based on the review of
commonly used flowmeters for measuring flowrate in pipes, the paddlewheel flow meter design
was determined to be economical and most convenient for the development of this project.
Moreover, the insertion meters are expensive and are easily affected by turbulence in the water.
Insertion meters are also harder to install and distort the flow in the pipe due to larger volume
displacing the water. Therefore, a flowmeter design with large paddlewheels partially immersed
in water was chosen for the project. These paddlewheels remain at fixed depth, are less prone to
turbulence and clogging, and are easier to manufacture and install. However, there are no
outdoor flowmeters that are Bluetooth enabled and can work with smartphone devices. Hence,
we proposed to develop a standalone device that can communicate with farmer via a smartphone
application wirelessly.
1.3.

Thesis Objective

To reduce labor and save time in manual pump supervision and flowmeter inspection two
devices were developed based on the following concepts:
1.

A digital pump controller that can be manually programmed via a simple push-button

interface to control pumping activity without human supervision and cease pumping in case of
adequate rainfall to warrant ceasing an irrigation event. A corresponding user interface which is
easy-to-use and capable of automatically re-initiating irrigation after service interruption and
delay pumping for the programmed time period. The pump controller utilizes a commercially
available rain sensor to measure rainfall depth. To power the controller device and the rain
7

sensor, the 3-phase AC is converted to 12 VDC via an industrial AC/DC voltage regulator. The
total development cost of pump controller electronics was less than $200. Such a low-cost device
would be useful to surface irrigators that experience rainfall events and need the ability to
automate the termination of an irrigation event. No such device is currently available.
2. A solar powered portable paddlewheel flowmeter is an instrument that can measure irrigation
flow and display the information on a smartphone app via Bluetooth. This would be helpful to an
irrigator. By using an optimized the paddlewheel design to accurately measure flow in a batteryless smartphone device, self-contained flowmeter, that translated raw flow data to a useful
irrigation information could improve irrigation management. A meter using a large paddle may
be less susceptible to turbulence and more suitable for surface water applications, where water is
contaminated with small debris. An optimized 5.43-inch paddlewheel design was used with a
Hall effect speed sensor to measure paddle speed which could be used to estimate pipe flow.
This data could be used to accumulate the total volume, simultaneously indicate instantaneous
flow rate, application depth, and irrigation time period by a Bluetooth enabled microcontroller.
Therefore, the hardware of flowmeter is capable of transmitting data continuously to its
corresponding Android app interface via Bluetooth. To build a portable device, the system is
developed on a low-power Bluetooth technology called Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Also, by
utilizing solar power and a supercapacitor bank, the device could be powered indefinitely with
almost no expected maintenance. A critical need for an electronic flow meter since the loss of
totalizer readings could result in financial loss or regulatory consequences. The total
development cost of flowmeter electronics was less than $200.
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2. Literature Review
A review of the literature focused on the present level of automation in irrigated agriculture
was conducted. Discussions on surveys on farmers’ behavior towards automation in agriculture
and suggestions made by researchers to improve the water productivity of surface irrigation
method have been reported. A review of current irrigation automation, rain sensors, and
flowmeters in the market and their performances in the research studies have also been reported.
2.1.

Irrigation Pumping Plant
Irrigation pumping plants are the systems that use combustion fuel (gasoline, diesel,

natural gas, etc.) or electricity to generate centrifugal force and pump water and transfer it to the
desired location through canals or pipes (Savva and Franken, 2002). The water can be directed
to storage units or farm fields in order to meet crop water demands. However, if used
inefficiently, these pumping units are the main source of over-spending in agricultural irrigation
(Solomon, 1988). According to a study conducted by McDougall (2015) in Arkansas, using
electric irrigation pumps more efficiently can save up to 94.2 million dollars annually.
2.2.

Automation in Irrigation
Various field level pump control units available in the market are comprised of a main

unit (CPU or microcontroller), which implements assigned tasks automatically in absence of the
farmer using switches, either open loop or closed loop (Umar and Usman, 2010). Maskey and
Lawler (2002) defined automated irrigation as the use of devices to operate irrigation structures.
The farmer programs different thresholds of sensor feedbacks in the main unit according to his
personal field observation and the information provided by other sensors installed in the field
(Bali et al., 2014). These units provide the information to the farmer through display screen or a
telemetry communication system. Maskey and Lawler (2002) conducted a study on 10 farmlands
9

and provided evidence that automatic irrigation does save labor and improve irrigation efficiency
as a result of irrigation operations being carried out at optimum times, rather than when labor is
available. A recent approach to develop a real-time remote control of furrow Irrigation utilizes
SCADA technology (Koech et al., 2010). The majority of the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)
contain a modem, radio, and an input/output board packaged into a single unit. This combination
of components reduced the total cost of separate components from $10,000 to a less costly
instrumentation with each site costing roughly $2,500 (Gensler et al., 2009). However, farmers
mostly avoid using these automation technologies since the net income is more important for
farmers than water productivity (crop yield per cubic meter of water consumption). The
fundamental factors that limit the technology adoption are the lack of perceived benefits relative
to current irrigation practices and non-availability of proper technical assistance (Levidow et al.,
2014). The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) report of 2012, states that ease of use and
cost of automation implementation are major considerations for the farmer. The cost of pump
control units is high due to lack of innovation, the expense of automation equipment from a weak
market, and farm re-design before automation adds hesitancy in farmers to adopt automation
(Koech et al., 2010).
Timers and pump controls are used according to the irrigation scheduling plan. Irrigation
scheduling refers to the execution of irrigation cycles at variable time intervals over an irrigation
season. The time interval between irrigation cycles is determined on the basis of the personal
observation from the collective farm data and weather stations. However, Jones (2004)
compares different irrigation scheduling methods and concludes that as the complexity of system
increases, the cost and difficulties of implementation of these devices also increases. This limits
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the development of commercially successful systems. Therefore, there is a need for devices that
are simple and robust which a farmer can use in the field to make his job easier.
Timely farm operations and reducing human errors can increase efficiency. This can be
done by the automation of irrigation systems. It has several benefits for landowners in crop
agriculture such as improved lifestyle, easier farm operations, and production benefits including
reduced labor requirements (Maskey, 2003). Automation of pumps is also possible without
remote control units. Simple pump timers are useful to automatically turn pumps on or off to
avoid water wastage (Koech et al., 2010). The farmers can program their irrigation cycle using
their respective irrigation scheduling calculations. Moreover, sensor feedback makes the timer
or controller smart and capable of automatic decision making (Nielson et al., 1993). Timers
with rain sensors will be beneficial in areas which receive substantial rainfall during irrigation
season (Kebede et al., 2014). Moore (2009) suggested that the use of both rain and soil moisture
data is more accurate than estimating the Kc coefficient of ET gauges to a better implement
irrigation management. Also, water consumption data from flowmeters helps farmers to limit
excessive pumping and check for faults in the irrigation pumping plant (Morrison et al., 2003).
2.3.

Related Work
Carpena et al. (2003) used an irrigation timer to set irrigation 5 times/ day in drip and

sprinkler irrigation based on feedback from soil moisture sensors and observed 73% reduction
in water use when compared with commercial practices. In a study conducted by Bali (2014), an
attempt was made to reduce water run-off and thus improve water productivity in surface
irrigation by using an advanced surface irrigation automation system. Sensor feedback makes
the timer or controller smart and capable of automatic decision making. Nielson et al. (1993)
invented a programmable irrigation controller using farm field information regarding soil type,
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terrain, and irrigation system watering head type, including a total irrigation time for each
station manually. Carpena et al. (2003) used an irrigation timer to set irrigation 5 times/ day in
drip irrigation based on feedback from soil moisture sensors and observed 73% less water use
when compared with commercial practices. Jones (2004) compared different irrigation
scheduling methods and concludes that besides being costly, these devices have been offset by a
number of practical difficulties of implementation that have thus far limited the development of
commercially successful systems. A reduction of 2% in surface run-off and an increase of 25%
in water productivity was observed in an 80-acre farm. Addink and Addink (2003) invented a
control system based on a volumetric approach using a flowmeter. The system comprised of an
electronic flowmeter unit, which calculated the applied irrigation amount based on time and
communicated the data to the user and the valve controller unit via wires. Devices with similar
features are sold for landscape irrigation systems by companies like Hunters and Orbit. They are
used to program irrigation cycles which can take place automatically at set time intervals. The
timer acts like the brain to control the single-phase motors as well as the valves installed across
the irrigated landscape.
The flowmeter data obtained can be locally transmitted to a cell-phone or a control
module for automation purposes. Madan and Reddy (2012) compared two different
communication protocols, GSM and Bluetooth technology, and concluded that Bluetooth
eliminates the cost of network usage to a great extent when in the range within a few meters of
the devices. The system is scalable and allows any number of different devices to be added with
no major changes. Piyare and Tazil (2011) invented a controller device using Bluetooth and
phone application for home automation. However, the use of Bluetooth and an android
application has not been integrated with flowmeters used in surface irrigation. The flowmeter
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data obtained can be locally transmitted to a cell-phone or a control module for automation
purposes. Madan and Reddy (2012) compared two different communication protocols, GSM
and Bluetooth technology, and conclude that Bluetooth eliminates the cost of network usage to
a great extent when in the range within a few meters of the devices. The system is scalable and
allows any number of different devices to be added with no major changes. Piyare and Tazil
(2011) invented a controller device using Bluetooth and phone application for home
automation. However, the use of Bluetooth and an android application has not been integrated
with flowmeters used in surface irrigation.
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3. Pump Controller for 3-Phase Irrigation Pumps
Given the shortcomings of pump automation described, a pump controller timer was
developed for 3 phase surface irrigation pumps with the following features: insulated from 480
volt, low manufacturing cost of less than $200, simple to reproduce, simple to install, easy to
use, overcomes limitations of wind up timers, re-initiates irrigation for the set time from a
service interruption (due to load management for example), and ceases irrigation upon rainfall.
3.1.

Working Principle
The actuation of a three-phase motor is controlled by a motor starter. A motor starter is a

combination of devices used to start, run, and stop the induction motor based on the commands
from a controller or user. In North America, induction motors operate between 208 to 480V, 3phase, 60 Hz. A control voltage of 115 VAC is normally used to actuate the motor starter. The
motor starter consists of (at least) two components: a contactor to open or close the flow of
energy to the motor, and an overload relay to protect the motor against thermal overload. Circuit
breakers or fuses are used to disconnect the motor in case of short circuit or voltage leakage in
case of damaged insulation or burnt wires. The contactor is a 3-pole electromechanical switch
whose contacts are closed by applying a voltage to a coil. When the coil is energized, the
contacts remain closed until the coil is de-energized. As the AC current is interrupted, the coil
de-energizes and shifts away from the motor contacts to minimize arcing while allowing the
rotating shaft to come to a stop freely. Hence, this contactor is specifically designed for motor
control since breaking of the current is more difficult in induction motors.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Showing a simple manual push-button three phase motor starter set up; (b) Line
diagram of an irrigation system in a 3-phase supply with a retrofit equipment. Used with
permission: Entergy.
General Characteristics of a Digital Timer Controller
An irrigation pump system was designed differently from residential or landscape pump
systems both in physical design and electronic components of which it is made. The pump
controller was designed for irrigation pumps which generally operate on 3-phase power. The
contactor relay of the 3-phase motor is rated for 120VAC- 277VAC. The motors used for
pumping water in irrigation from wells and reservoirs are mostly greater than 10HP (7 to 150
kW). These motors and controlled by using commercial pump panels. These irrigation pump
panels are prone to damage from dust, foreign objects, and lightning. Therefore, most irrigation
pump panels are Type 3R rating, according to NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers
Association) standards. These enclosures are constructed for either indoor or outdoor use to
provide a degree of protection to personnel against access to hazardous parts; to provide a
degree of protection of the equipment inside the enclosure against ingress of solid foreign
objects (falling dirt); to provide a degree of protection against harmful effects on the equipment
due to the ingress of water (rain, sleet, snow); and that will be undamaged by the external
15

formation of ice on the enclosure (NEMA, 2003 section). Safety of the user was also a major
factor in the design of the pump controller due to the involvement of high voltage electricity.
Therefore, a pump controller timer designed for irrigation pumps has to be enclosed in a same
type of enclosure with electronic components rated to work in heat and humidity. The
installation difficulty of the controller is also an important factor that affects the decision of
farmers and electricians due to additional service cost.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Pump controller prototype; (b) Block diagram of pump controller architecture.
A digital pump controller is installed near the pump panel. The power is supplied to the
controller by taking power from one leg and converting the 120-277 VAC to 12 VDC, using an
AC/DC industrial rated voltage regulator. The voltage regulator can operate at temperatures up
to 65°C. The controller uses an industrial high voltage relay to control the power supply to the
contactor coil (120 VAC). The timer microcontroller uses a power MOSFET (metal–oxide–
semiconductor field-effect transistor) to control the ground leg of the 12 V relay coil. Figure 3
shows the schematic diagram picturing the control wiring connections.
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3.2.

Pump Control Architecture
Timely performance is one of the most important characteristics for a pump controller. A

reliable performance of the controller introduces timely actuation/execution of the pump
activity. Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of the pump controller controlling a three-phase
motor. In this device, a power MOSFET is used to control the state of a high voltage relay coil.
When power is supplied to the gate of the MOSFET, it closes the relay circuit and activates the
relay. The relay controls the power supply to the coil. As the relay closes, it activates the coil.
The contactor closes the three-phase circuit which starts the induction motor. To stop the motor,
the digital out pin of the microcontroller is turned low and the MOSFET opens the relay circuit.

Figure 3. Ladder diagram of the pump and a controller.
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Figure 4. Schematic of a three phase motor panel integrated with the pump controller device.
3.3.

Power Electronics Architecture
In this project, an array of supercapacitors and a series of voltage regulators have been

employed to build a battery-less device. An industrial step-down AC/DC voltage regulator and
the relay to control motor contactor are mounted inside the pump panel. This provides safety
from the high voltage inside the pump panel. Also, it reduces the size and weight of the
controller and makes the system more compact.
The AC/DC voltage regulator, WDR-120-12 (MEAN WELL Enterprises, Fremont,
USA), supplies 12 VDC input to the regulator MOSFET (STM LD753V) which steps it down to
7.5 VDC. It is required to step the voltage down to 7.5 VDC as the supercapacitor bank
consisting of three supercapacitors connected in series will be damaged at higher than rated
voltage (2.5 VDC each). The supercapacitors store enough current to provide power to an off-
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the-shelf development board comprised of an M0-cortex ARM microcontroller (330mA at 5V)
for 35 seconds. The supercapacitors power a 5 VDC step down MOSFET regulator which
provides power to the USB supply of the microcontroller. The rain sensor is powered directly
by a 12VDC input. A delay of 5 seconds is observed to fully load the current to the
microcontroller due to the charging of the supercapacitor bank. A step-down voltage regulating
MOSFET (STM LD33V) is used to detect the main power status. The MOSFET takes 12 VDC
from the main regular and brings it down to 3.3 VDC, so it can be connected to the
microcontroller digital pin input. The electronic connections designed for the timer controller
can be seen in Figure 4. A reverse diode is required to stop the backflow of the current towards
the 3.3 VDC. This is required to be able to detect any power interruption.

Figure 5. Schematic showing the Power connections inside the timer controller.
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3.4.

Hardware Design Implementation
The automated pump controller comprised of a rain sensor, text-LCD module, relay

driver, push buttons, and buck regulator MOSFET. The user interface of the device included a
low cost 16x2 serial text-LCD screen to display the output readings and pumping status. This
screen is low in power consumption and able to work in a wide temperature range (-40C to
85C). Also, it has a high viewing clarity even under bright sunlight. The pump timers and other
functions of the controller are set using a keyboard. The push-button keypad used in this device
are rated for 600 VAC to protect the user in an event of high voltage crossover to the
microelectronics. The schematics of the pump controller with its user interface and rain sensor
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Circuit diagram showing actual pin connections of the microcontroller.
A weather-proof electrical enclosure/housing is used for holding the microcontroller and the
interface unit. It is a polycarbonate NEMA 4X junction box with a lockable hinged cover
manufactured by Allied Molded Products, Inc. (Bryan, Ohio, USA). The enclosure protects the
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electronics from dust, moisture, and heat. It provides a water sealed connection port for the rain
sensor and the power relay controller.

3.4.1.

Microcontroller NXP LPCU1124
The NXP LPC11U24 is an ARM microcontroller designed by NXP industries for rapid

prototyping. The mbed NXP LPC11U24 microcontroller is a 32-bit M0-Cortex ARM-based
design packaged as a small DIP form-factor for prototyping with stripboard and breadboard, and
includes a built-in USB FLASH programmer. The flash programmer uses an onboard mbed
compiler chip to compile the software program in the LPCU1124 microchip. The cost of the
breakout board is $39; however, the LPCU1124 microchip costs $3.30. The built-in EEPROM
2kb memory unit which was used in place of an external SD card to save parameters in the
event of a power interruption (developer.mbed.org, 2017).

Figure 7.LPCU1124 microcontroller breakout. Used with permission: developer.mbed.org.
3.4.2.

Software Platform Implementation Details
This section explains different functional and automatic features of the irrigation

controller device. The software algorithm of the system is developed for features like user
interface, automatic program reload, and decision making in case of rainfall.
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3.4.3.

Functional User Interface
The mbed OS 5 online compiler is used to program the ARM microcontroller. This

platform is well integrated with ARM microcontrollers. The mbed OS 5 is the latest version
based on the open-sourced operating system, designed to be run on microcontrollers with ARM
architecture. Software libraries found in its packaging system are automatically added to the
device, allowing one to concentrate on code. The compiler makes use of the microcontroller’s
hardware floating point registers instead of using software to perform floating point operations.
The mbed.org website (2017) mentions that its code repositories are licensed by MIT (open
source license) and therefore is covered by the general public license (GPL). The user interface
allows the user to configure the functions of interest to control the pump activity. There are a
total of six buttons which allow the user to choose the set points for different functions in the
timer through the text LCD screen. In the further section, the code is explained by their
respective functions.
Table 1. User input buttons with their respective descriptions.
User interface Function

Pushbutton label

Reset button

N/A

Delay set

+

Enter

ENT

Increase set time

Up arrow

Decrease set time

Down arrow

Rain sensor scale set

Rain scale
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Reset button- The reset button is used to reset the system and the settings to default or zero. A
red button is used to reset the controller. It sets the interface to an input state where the user can
again set his desired time duration, delay duration, and rain depth. The reset is done by a
hardware interruption. The reset button, a normally closed (NC) pushbutton, is a normally
closed button that when pressed opens the power circuit (Figure 6). It will momentarily break
the current supply, to reset the microcontroller.
Pump activity time set- The pumping duration of the pump is set by pushing the up and down
arrow keys. As the pump time is zero by default, the user can hold down the up-arrow key to
increase the time duration; the controller increases the time until the user releases the button.
Similarly, the down arrow key will reduce the set time until released. The minimum resolution
of pump activity time is 15 minutes with the maximum scale limit of 72 hours.
Delay set- This button gives an option to set a time delay to start the motor. This is done by
pressing the delay button (+). As the button is pressed, the value increases for up to a maximum
time of 24 hours in the multiples of 10 minutes. For example, if a farmer visits the field in the
morning at 6 am to set the timer pump controller but he desires the pump to start from 12 noon,
he can set a delay timer for six hours. In this case, a countdown of delay time will be shown on
the text-LCD screen. After the delay time is elapsed, the pump activity will resume (pump will
start). The farmer can set the delay time before or after setting the pump activity time. The delay
time only increases, thus to reset the delay, the user must press the reset button.
Rain sensor set point- Rainfall set point is set electronically using the rain intensity scale
button. The rain threshold will increase from 0.1 inches/hr to 1 inch/hr, with an increment of 0.1
inches/hr. when the rain scale button is pushed.
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Enter button- The start button saves all the values for the variables and resumes the controller
activity according to the user settings. If the button is pushed without setting the pump activity
time, the timer will show an error message ‘No Time Set’ and will not proceed further. After the
pumping is finished, the user can press the start button to restart the pump and set the timer with
the previously set run time. The timer controller will not consider the delay input; only the
previous set pump activity time and the rain sensor set point is saved.

3.4.4.

Output Features

Pump run time- After the pumping is executed, the scheduler will show the hours of pumping
during the previous irrigation cycle.
Total pump runtime (hour meter) - At the home screen, the device will give the total hours
that the pump ran since the installation of the pump timer.
Bypass time- The controller reports the amount of time bypassed after the pump stopped due to
a precipitation event that exceeds the pre-set rain depth threshold. The pump controller shuts off
the pump and starts a timer which continues until the user resets the controller.
Automatic activity resume function- In case of a power interruption, the pump controller
saves all the user settings and resumes the pumping when the main power supply has returned.
Once the controller is set to run the pump, it will operate for the pre-set set duration.
Abort action- When the device resumes pumping after the power interruption, it cannot be
reset by pressing the reset button as the main power detection circuit of the controller senses the
power input. Therefore, to reset the current settings or abort pumping, the user can press and
hold enter (ENT) button for more than three seconds. This will abort the current activity and the
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device will show “pump off” on its screen. Then the user can press the reset button to go back to
the home screen and input the settings.

3.4.5.

Rain Sensing Algorithm
In case of rainfall, the pump controller counts the rain drops detected by the rain sensor.

If the rainfall pulse count reaches the pre-set rain threshold under one hour, the device shuts-off
the pump and starts a timer that shows the time bypassed since the pump was shut-off.

Figure 8. Showing program flowchart of the timer.
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3.4.6.

Rain Sensor
A rain shut-off device or rain switch is a rain sensor device designed to interrupt a

scheduled cycle of an automatic irrigation system timer when a preset threshold rainfall has
occurred. (Dukes and Haman, 2002, Hunter Industries, Inc. 2006). The rain sensor is a crucial
part of the pump controller. It helps the microcontroller to calculate the amount of rainfall.
Different rain sensor designs were tested for their sensitivity and compatibility with the digital
interface. Conventional rain sensors used in landscape irrigation utilize porous corks which
absorb water and expands. This expansion breaks the continuity of the current in the circuit.
However, with time the performance of these sensors degrades and vary due to the wear of the
cork material (Lailhacar et al., 2009). Also, the user has to set the rainfall depth by adjusting the
sensor cap which is inconvenient and time-consuming (Lailhacar et al., 2008). However, it was
found from the tests that the RG-11 rain sensor had the desired functional convenience and
required accuracy. Figure 8 shows the infrared-based rain sensor (RG-11) manufactured by
HYDREON corporation (Hong Kong, China). Unlike cork disc sensors the RG-11 sensor uses
non-mechanical infrared technology to detect the rain drops. The sensor body is water proof and
encloses the electronics from the outside environment. The dome-shaped body sheds water
keeping the dome clean (Figure 8[b]). There are no moving parts making it durable with an
accurate sensing, unaffected by the surrounding humidity level. The sensor does not sense nonconducting substances like dust or insects.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) RG-11 rain sensor; (b) Sensor parts with labels; Courtesy: HYDREON Corporation.
Used with permission.

3.4.7.

Rainfall Depth Measurement Method
The RG-11 rain sensor has three settings; rain sensing, rain bucket, and drop counting.

The problem with rain sense and rain bucket mode is that the user has to open the sensor body to
change the threshold value. Thus, the drop counting mode of the rain sensor was used to develop
the digital scale of rain points using the microcontroller. Thus, the user can set the rainfall
threshold by simply pressing a push-button. As the drop counting was not designed by itself to
measure rainfall amount it was used to develop a rain measurement scale based on pulses per
unit rain depth.
In drop count mode, the sensor provides a pulse output. When a rain drop falls on the
sensor lens the infrared light escapes the sensor body. This results in a flux difference which
generates an electric pulse. The RG-11 rain sensor produces a pulse of 100 milliseconds for
each drop falling on the canopy of the sensor. For larger drops (>=3mm diameter) multiple
pulses are generated. Therefore, to observe the variation in the pulse counting of the sensor
with the change in drop size an experiment was conducted by simulating rainfall. To check the
variation in rain sensor pulse output with the drop size, it is important to measure the size of the
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rain drops produced by instruments used to simulate rainfall. Figure 9 shows a block diagram of
the rain drop detection by the RG-11 sensor.

Figure 10. Rain drop detection on the surface of the RG-11 rain sensor canopy; Courtesy:
Hydreon Corporation (Hong Kong, China).
3.4.8.

Rain Drop Size Analysis
The experiment was set inside a greenhouse to eliminate the wind effects on the

simulated rain. As the pulse output depends on the size of the drop on the lens, the sensor was
tested under different drop sizes ranging from 0.1 mm to 3.5 mm in diameter. Misters designed
for landscape irrigation were used to generate smaller rain drops of 0.1 to 0.5 mm in diameter.
Larger rain drops of diameter 2 to 3.5 mm were generated via a handheld water sprinkler with
multiple settings. The mister and the sprinkler were mounted 6 feet above the ground where the
sensor and the rain gauge were located.
These methods were decided and developed on the basis of methods realized and
described in previous scientific studies done on rain drop size measurement. Different
approaches were used to capture the raindrops and measure their size. Eigel and Moore (1983)
suggested the immersion method in which the raindrops are captured in low density, immiscible
liquids such as oil or Vaseline. This prevents evaporation and condensation among the drops
while making perfect spherical drops that can be measured using other instruments. Mazon and
Marta (2013) used electronic sliding calipers to measure raindrops soaked on a flour covered
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platform. Kincaid et al., (1996), and Kathiravelu et al., (2016) both suggested the use of image
measurement software to measure smaller raindrops precisely. Therefore, the experiment was
designed by using easily available and inexpensive means. A non-porous plane unwrinkled
aluminum foil surface was used to collect rain drops from sprinkler from a height of six feet.
The drops were collected by two different methods. A glass baking dish was filled one inch
deep with a commercially available motor oil. The drops were collected in the SAE 30 motor oil
medium (viscosity of 420-650 cps). Due to the high viscosity of oil, the drops trapped in the oil
medium did not combine with each other and made a perfect circle. The diameters of rain drops
were measured carefully using a caliper with a precision of ± 0.1 mm. In the second method, the
drops were collected on a flat tin foil sheet (17.4cm x 15.4cm). To measure drop sizes, high
definition 1080P images were taken and analyzed under an image measurement software
(KLONK Image Measurement, Cheyenne, WY 82001, USA).
A total of 123 drops were measured for each drop generating instrument. The drop sizes
were measured by KLONK software. These values were the diameters of a semi-circle which
were converted to diameters of a complete circle and then were referenced to the measurements
of drops captured in motor oil. The drops from the misters were all similar but the bigger drops
had a considerable variability in its average drop size. As the drops varied from 0.1 mm to 3.5
mm, so a normal distribution analysis was done on the measured drop sizes. The drop
distribution of the water hose setting was between 2.0 to 3.5 mm. This can be seen in Figure 10.
After calculating the distribution of raindrop sizes of each instrument, the RG-11 sensor was
tested under drops of 2 to 3.5 mm in diameter from the water hose sprinkler.
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Figure 11.(a) Measuring drop size in oil medium; (b) Drop size measurement using KLONK
software; (c) Drop size distribution for large droplets.
The merged drops were carefully identified and removed from the data. It was observed
that for a single small rain drop of diameter less than 1 mm the rain sensor RG-11 generates one
pulse and for a bigger drop size of diameter 2 mm to 4 mm it generates 2-3 pulses per drop. For
drops bigger than that it produced 4-6 pulses. However, bigger pulses were not included in the
calibration test as it was realized from the literature review that in natural rainfall events, rain
drop sizes of more than 4 mm are not physically possible due to precipitation air friction (Neil
T., 1978).
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A testing set up similar to the one used in drop size measurement experiment was used
to calibrate the rain sensor. To maintain repeatability, a single setting of the water hose was
used throughout the experiment. The water hose drops were measured to check the average size
of drops generated. The simulated rainfall amounts were measured using a manual rain gauge.
The manual rain gauge had a measuring scale of 0.1 inch (0.254 cm) to 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) with
a minimum resolution of 0.01 inches (0.0254 cm). The rain sensor and the rain gauge collector
opening were placed beside each other at the same height (Figure 11 [b]).

Same height

Water
hose

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) Set-up to find region with uniform drop distribution. (b) Position of sensor and
manual rain gauge.
To calibrate the sensor against the manual rain gauge it was necessary to ensure that
they receive an equal amount of water in the form of drops. Therefore, five lab test beakers with
marked volumetric scale and a diameter of 12.5 cm, and volume of 600 ml were used to collect
the water falling at different regions of a cemented flat ground. After several trials, a portion of
ground was selected that was big enough to put the rain sensor and manual rain gauge together.
The positions were verified by repeating the water collection process six times. First, the water
was applied at a fixed time interval of two minutes. The water volume collected in the three
beakers for each trial was 300ml, 300ml, and 320ml. In the second trial, the water was collected
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in the beaker for three minutes. The volume of water collected in the beakers was measured in
an interval of every one minute without emptying the beakers. The amount of water collected in
three beakers was 150 ml, 300 ml, and 550 ml each. Hence, locations receiving the same
application depth were found to place the sensor and the rain gauge to conduct the calibration
test.

3.4.9.

Calibration of RG-11 Rain Sensor
In this experiment, data were recorded for 10 predetermined set points of manual rain

gauge, from 0.1 inches to 1 inch, replicated five times. The objective was to measure the
number of pulses produced by the rain sensor for every one-tenth increment on the manual rain
gauge scale. To count the pulses an NXP LPC11U24 microcontroller was used as a pulse
counter (Figure 12 [b]). The same microcontroller was used to develop the pump controller.

3.4.10.

Calibration Result and Analysis
Table 2 shows the pulses collected for 10 data points in five replications. The set points

were observed using manual rain gauge. Table 3 shows the five replications of pulses collected
only at two set points, 0.5 inches and 1 inch. Water pressure varied during the test, so to get the
desired depth addition time was added. Comparing the results from both the experiments the
pulses generated for 0.5 inches of rainfall was nearly 10.8%, 1235 vs 1101, whereas, for 1.0
inch the variation is larger 12.5%, 2422 vs 2769. This is also due to the difference in the time to
collect one inch of water. The mean values of pulse counts were plotted against the manual rain
gauge to run a regression analysis with zero intercept was used to obtain a calibration
correlation and the best fit for each set point. Figure 13 shows the mean values of rain pulses
produced for each a tenth of an inch rain depth plotted against manual rain-gauge data points.
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The slope of the line is 2640.9, therefore, using this equation, 265 pulses are equal to 0.1 inches
of rainfall. By plotting the mean values, we removed the variance in the data. In figure 14 (b),
we can see the regression slope of the data points against their corresponding rain gauge scale
point that gave a lower slope due to variance. This value was programmed into the
microcontroller to develop the threshold scale.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Rain sensor calibration set-up; (b) Pulse counter made using LPCU1124.
Table 2. Pulses produced for each set point in five tests.
Set
points
(inches)
0.1

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Mean

SD

277

302

204

210

220

243

44

0.2

541

520

459

430

509

492

46

0.3

782

676

809

805

762

766

54

0.4

920

925

1011

958

1006

964

43

0.5

1239

1130

1236

1230

1340

1235

74

0.7

1834

1724

1741

1769

1800

1773

44

0.9

2554

2391

2223

2300

2383

2370

123

1

2661

2792

2514

2689

2724

2796

103
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Table 2.1. Pulses produced for two set points for five tests and their mean.
Set
points
(inches)
0.5
1

Test 1 /
3 min

Test 2 /
3:10 min

Test 3 /
3:10 min

Test 4 /
3:40 min

Test 5 /
3:40 min

Mean

SD

1005
2474

1170
2200

1030
2523

1130
2514

1170
2400

1101
2422.2

78.45
133.36

RG-11 Mean Pulses versus Manual Rain Gauge Scale

Pulses (mean)
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y = 2640.9x
R² = 0.9917
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1500
1000
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0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1

1.1

Raindepth (in)
(a)

Pulses

Manual Rain Gauge Scale versus RG-11 Rain Pulses
3000
2750
2500
2250
2000
1750
1500
1250
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0

y = 2598.8x
R² = 0.9901
Std. Dev= 83.3

0
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0.8

0.9
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(b)
Figure 14. (a) Calibration plot between mean pulses produced from the rain sensor for every
tenth of an inch depth achieved by rainfall in a manual rain gauge. (b) Regression of calibration
data.
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Pump Controller Validation Method
The pump controller was installed on a 3-phase pump panel manufactured by AllenBradley Company, United States. A three-phase motor of 3hp or 2.2 kW was wired to the panel
to simulate a pump motor. In Figure 14 (a) we can see the interface box of the pump controller
installed outside the panel, and the AC/DC power regulator WDR-120-12 (Meanwell
Enterprises Co., Ltd., New Taipei City, Taiwan) and an eight pin, DPDT, 20A, 12VDC/
600VAC power relay (Omron electronics company, Kyoto, Japan) to control the motor
contactor was installed inside the panel on a din-rail support (Figure 14 [b]). An electromechanical fuse was installed between the voltage converter and the main power to protect the
pump controller set up from high voltage leakage. All the wiring connections were done for
220V to 240 V power supply. The installation was done to check the compatibility of the
proposed prototype with a commercially available pump panel. Further tests were conducted
using the same set-up to validate the operation of the controller functions. The tests were
conducted at the Biological Engineering and Agriculture Research Lab, University of Arkansas,
Cassatt Street, Fayetteville.

AC/DC
regulator

(a)

Power
Relay

(b)

Figure 15. (a) Pump controller installed at the pump panel; (b) pump controller and relay
wiring inside pump panel.
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3.4.11.

Validation Procedure of Timer Function and Automatic Functions

To conduct a validation test for the controller device, the motor was operated multiple
times for several hours. To check the design and functionality of the pump controller prototype,
the set up was installed outdoors. To test the timer, the controller was manually programed to
run the motor at different time intervals. A delay time was set to start the motor after a series of
preset time delays. This process was repeated 20 times. Different motor run times and delay
times were provided to the controller. The motor running times conducted were 1, 5, 24, 72, and
90 hours. The delay times tested were 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 2 hours, 6 hours and 24 hours.
The process was repeated 20 times. Each time period input was recorded and the timer
performance was checked against time reported from a smartphone. To test the power loss
feature, main power was disconnected in the middle of a simulated run. The controller saved the
user settings and when the main power was restored, the controller resumed the motor operation
and reported the correct remaining time.

3.4.12.

Validation Procedure of Automatic Pump Shut-off in Case of Rainfall
Another automatic feature of this pump controller is its ability to automatically shut-off

the pump activity when rainfall reaches a preset depth. To test this functionality, the motor was
operated with the same pump panel set up during actual rainfall events occurred in the month of
May and June 2017. The RG-11 rain sensor was installed at the top of the panel (Figure 14 [a]).
The calibration equation obtained from graphical line plot was used in the pump controller
software to calculate rainfall depth and intensity. The total test period occurred over 30 day
period. Seven rain events were recorded accurately and were used to establish the performance
of the rain sensor and controller. The rain threshold was set using the rain scale push button on
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the interface. The rain sensor is always in an active state, but it enters in a deep sleep state (low
power consumption) if no raindrop is detected. A green LED lights up in the sensor as it detects
a raindrop on the surface of the sensor canopy. To verify the functionality, the pulse counts
were recorded using the microcontroller to compare against rainfall depth readings from a
manual rain gauge. The timer progress of pump activity before and after rainfall were also
recorded to analyze the device performance.

3.4.13.

Results

To test the hardware features of the timer controller, different run times, ranging from 15
minutes to 72 hours were used to check the repeatability of the device. No time difference was
observed in the hourly execution of the timer. When the delay time is set, the controller starts
the motor after executing the delay timer countdown. To test the power interrupt, function the 3phase power to the pump panel was interrupted. In multiple trials, the controller successfully
detected the power interruption. The microcontroller used the stored charge in the
supercapacitors and successfully saved the remaining time (hours and minutes) as well as the
preset rain-depth value in its EEPROM before switching off. The motor was started again for
the remaining time when main power was provided back. To restart the pump with the previous
time setting, the enter button is pressed for more than two seconds and the controller reloads the
previous time automatically. The pump controller was also tested with the rain sensor. Table 3
shows the measurement values of the test conducted to check the rain sensor reliability from
actual events. The table shows the different rain threshold set points tested. The threshold is
compared with the rainfall depth received according to the manual rain gauge kept near the
panel. The bypass time indicates the amount of time passed since the pump was shut-off by the
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controller. The pump shut-off time is the duration the timer took to idle the pump due to
rainfall. The rainfall start time is the rainfall time recorded at each rainfall event. The rainfall
time recorded was determined by online weather information systems known as
www.Wunderground.com.
The objective was to test the rain shut-off function for its accuracy to measure the actual
rainfall depth and stop the pump when the rainfall crosses the set threshold in the controller.
Therefore, the calibration scale developed using the simulated rainfall experiment was tested for
its accuracy with respect to manual rain gauge. All the rainfall events that achieved the set
threshold points resulted in pump shut-off prior to the preset pump time period. The time period
in all 5 events was under 30 minutes.
In two events where the rainfall event did not cross the pre-set rain-depth threshold of
the prototype, we can assess the accuracy of the digital scale. For example, the second row of
Table 3 shows that 757 pulses were recorded for 0.3 inches of rainfall. When compared to
calibration scale of the controller it gives a relative difference of 12 %. Similarly, 2.5% of
relative difference was observed in pulses (1355 vs 1320) when 0.5 inches of rainfall occurred
(row 5, Table 3). In both events, where the rainfall was less than the threshold point the motor
continued to run and finish the pumping time. Hence, there was no false interrupt observed
using the new digital rain scale set up comprising of the RG-11 infrared rain sensor.
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Table 3. Data values of rain sensor validation tests under real rainfall condition.
Set
rain
point
(inch)
0.3

Rain
gauge
(inch)

Switch
On-time

Rainfall
start time

Bypass
time
hr:min:sec

pump shutoff
(min:sec)

Sensor
pulses

1

10:00 am

6 pm

11:50:23

50:37

791

0.5

0.3

9:00 am

0

0

757

0.9

1

2:00 pm

12 pm
next day
3 pm

5:16:35

44:25

2641

0.5

0.6

12:00 pm

10:25 pm

10:48:32

12:00

1321

1

0.5

7:00 pm

0

0

1355

1

1

11:00 am

7:00 am
next day
12:30 pm

6:43:43

47:17

2641

1

1

11:30 am

11:32 am

00:15:15

15:15

2641

3.5.

Discussion
Automation is rapidly becoming a part of irrigation systems. However, its implication

level is still insufficient due to factors like cost, maintenance, and technical usability. Moreover,
various digital automation devices available in the market offer similar features which provide
remote assistance via a cellular interface that makes these devices expensive. But a farmer or
irrigator has to visit his field frequently to supervise the system. Therefore, a simple retrofit
pump controller device was developed that can be manually programed using push-buttons
control pumping as per their irrigation plan. The supervision of the field and pump becomes
difficult during rainfall or rainstorms. Hence, this pump controller was integrated with an
infrared rain sensor to measure the rainfall depth and stop pumping automatically when desired
rainfall occurs. The design of the prototype is influenced by the devices already available in the
pump controller market, suggestions from farmers and irrigators from various regions of
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Arkansas, and literature review of studies discussing on the demands and requirements in
irrigation for sustainable development of agriculture.
The material cost of the whole unit was successfully brought down under $150 as the
cost is a major factor for farmers when they invest in automation (Maskey and Lawler, 2002).
The proposed design is intended to provide a faster and easier interface to schedule irrigation by
eliminating menu in the controller device. The pump timer is designed for a single pump unit.
The functions are designed specifically from a farmer’s perspective. It is assumed that the
farmer will have already decided his irrigation sets before setting the timers. The interface is
composed of a simple 16x2 text-LCD screen which makes it easily readable in sunlight, and six
function dedicated buttons that allow the user to set the timers and the rain scale threshold.
Therefore, one can directly input the irrigation time and delay time without going through a
menu list. The pump can be restarted with the previous time period by pressing the start button
for 4s and avoid resetting the all the functions again. To overcome the inconvenience of power
interruption, the controller detects the interruption through a MOSFET regulator and saves the
settings quickly in an internal EEPROM by using the stored charge in a 30F supercapacitor
bank before shutting off completely. As the power comes back, the remaining time and rain
scale value (if available) is loaded back into the timer and the pump is switched on again for the
remaining time. The elimination of batteries and a simple design interface was possible by using
a M0-cortex ARM microcontroller programed via advance mbed software development
platform.
Tests were conducted on the pump controller that allowed for the validation of the
prototype and helped in identification of the limitations of the current design. All the functions
of the device were tested by using it on a commercial Allen Bradley pump panel. The device
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controlled a three-phase motor as was intended. The test proved its working with the
electromechanical systems of the current pump panels; therefore, now this device can be further
developed by integrating it with wireless features.
The rain sensing unit of the device was calibrated using a setup to generate artificial
rainfall. Only the drops measuring less than 4 mm in diameter were used in the test and drops
larger than that were eliminated as it was found in the study by Neil T. (1978), that any rain drop
of more than 4 mm breaks down to smaller drops due to air friction as it reaches closer to the
ground. Using the drop counting calibration equation in the controller software the rainfall
amount was determined analytically instead of depending on an analog response of an electromechanical circuit. The standard error was calculated to be 82. However, when tested in real
rainfall with the pump controller, the error in rain measurement was calculated to be less than
2.5% at 0.5 inches. Also, due to considerable pulse count difference, the rain measurement
resolution increased, and the controller was able to successfully distinguish between rain depths
as close as 0.3 and 0.5 inches. During the test, there were two recorded occasions when rainfall
was less than the preset rain scale threshold and the motor continued to run for the set pumping
time duration. The pulse value recorded for 0.5 inches of the manual gauge reading was 1355
which is close to the calibrated pulse value of 1320 by 2.5%. Also, there was no false interrupt
recorded during one-month validation testing of the device. The rain shut-off feature was
analyzed using a built-in timer which starts after the controller shuts off the pump during a
rainfall. This feature shows the bypass time since the pump shut-off which can be used to decide
the next irrigation event and evaluate the performance of the pump controller by checking for
any automation failures (Parasuram et al., 2000). Hence, desirable performance was achieved by
the rain sensor system of the controller. However, conducting a test for a full season will provide
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more data to analyze the performance of the drop counting method. More rigorous testing can be
performed to increase the accuracy of the rain sensing system of the device.
3.6.

Conclusion
A pump timer controller device was successfully developed for three-phase electric

irrigation pumps. The device provides a manual low-cost automation solution for an irrigation
pump with no battery maintenance. It is a retrofit device, designed to provide a simple and fast
user interface that facilitates the pump control automatically. The device provides an hour meter
showing the total hours of pump operation since installation. The validation test results of the
device showed that the device will be able to save settings during power interruption and
automatically resume when power returns. A digital output infrared rain sensor (RG-11) was
used to develop a digital rain scale in the microcontroller which utilizes the drop counting mode
of the sensor. Using simulated rainfall, the sensor was calibrated against a manual rain gauge.
The drop sizes of the simulated rainfall were measured between 2 to 3.5mm. Using the same
drop size setup, a calibration test was conducted for the RG-11 sensor and the equation obtained
was ‘y = 2640.9x’. The prototype was tested in actual rainfall events between 0.1 and 1 inch and
the controller interrupted the motor only when rainfall exceeded the set threshold. Hence, the
prototype may be useful to irrigators who wish to terminate irrigation events due to adequate
rain.
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4.

Bluetooth Enabled Solar Powered Paddlewheel Flowmeter
To irrigate a crop based on its actual water requirements farmers use various means like

measuring the evapotranspiration, visual inspection, etc. to develop an irrigation schedule.
However, it is hard to measure water consumption in irrigation without a flowmeter. Generally,
irrigators use flowmeters to determine the actual amount of water applied during irrigation.
Most of these devices provide flow data which includes the current flowrate, and the
accumulated total flow (Morrison et. al., 2003). Moreover, these instruments are also helpful to
check for damage or some other anomaly in the irrigation system.
Morrison et al. found in his 2003 research survey that very few farmers voluntarily opt
for a flowmeter. He blamed additional cost, and lack of knowledge to interpret the data as the
major reason farmers avoid using of flowmeters. A few of them who are familiar with the flow
calculations also avoid using the information flowmeters provide due to the extra time required
for calculations. Some farmers use manufacturer’s specification for their irrigation system, but
the actual result can vary substantially due to change in water pressure, power supply to pump,
and other inherent variabilities in irrigation systems that will affect the application depth.
Therefore, the irrigators do not have a reasonable and effective method to make flow monitoring
faster and easier. There are both digital and analog flowmeters available in the market that can
be read manually (Appendix A, Table 10-A). These meters work on different flow measurement
technologies such as mechanical, ultrasonic, electromagnetic (magmeter) and orifice
(differential). Normally the digital meters require external power supply, but a few companies
provide them with high-density batteries which can power them for 2 to 10 years. Some crop
producers use computing devices which transfer information about water usage from a field to
the user, but it is an expensive option. Also, no flowmeter was found that comes with short43

range communication ability. Hence, a flowmeter that can calculate the necessary flow data and
transmit the information real time to a smartphone or tablet may be useful for irrigators.
Mechanical flowmeters (tangential turbine) are the most affordable meters available in
the market. Also, they prove to be more robust and portable. The paddlewheel flowmeter is a
type of mechanical meters (point velocity meters) that is low in cost, easy to produce, and
maintain. They provide nearly the same accuracy as compared to axial turbine flowmeters
(Medlock (1982), Hanson and Schwankl (1998), Chen (2009)). Paddlewheel flowmeters consist
of three subassemblies, the rotor and shaft, the sensing mechanism, and the main body. The
bearing is built into the rotor, and the shaft slides through it.
This flowmeter is developed to provide the flow information on Android version 5.0 or
above smartphones or tablets via Bluetooth app interface. It measures the water flowrate using a
paddlewheel. The flowmeter microcontroller calculates the paddlewheel speed and computes
the flow data such as application depth, irrigation cycle time, total accumulated flow, and
instantaneous flowrate. The microcontroller then transmits all data to a corresponding Android
app interface. The goal is to circumvent the need to calculate flow data manually and create a
more intuitive flowmeter interface. Furthermore, to minimize maintenance, the flowmeter uses
solar cells to charge its supercapacitor bank.
The electronics installed in a farm field experience a high level of temperature and
humidity changes. The need for effective charge recovery in a limited amount of time,
addressing the repeated charge and discharge can conflict with the functional behavior of the
product while affecting the energy performance and endurance of the battery. Due to frequent
moisture and temperature changes and need of unlimited recharge cycles supercapacitors were
selected to be used as batteries in this prototype. However, supercapacitors have less power
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density than lead-ion batteries. Therefore, to reduce the power requirement a new
microcontroller with integrated communication known as Bluetooth low energy (BLE) protocol
was used. Also, a Hall effect sensor was selected to sense the paddlewheel speed. The feasibility
of supercapacitors for this project was not possible with other microcontrollers due to their
higher overall current consumption. Hence, this device is designed to improve the flowmeter
interface for irrigators. The irrigators are not likely to change their irrigation practices until they
are made aware of the inefficiency of their present system and offered a better, more interactive,
and cost-effective solution.
4.1.

Working Principle of a Flowmeter in Irrigation.
Figure 15 shows the visual concept of using a flowmeter in irrigation. The figure shows

straight furrows plowed that transport water to the end of the field during irrigation. The
flowmeters are generally installed on the pumps. However, it is better to install them at the field
outlet as the flowrate changes when the water reaches the field outlet through irrigation pipes.
Therefore, a device installed at the field inlet can give more accurate water consumption data to
the user. But this makes it difficult for a user to check the flow of water in order to adjust the
water flow in the field. However, a Bluetooth flowmeter device will be able to transmit flow
data to the farmer while he stays at the pump panel or valve. Also, a digital text interface will
help the farmer to easily grasp the water consumption data while saving time.
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Figure 16. Showing the block diagram of irrigation system according to present invention.
4.2.

Development of a Bluetooth Paddlewheel Flowmeter
This project developed a paddlewheel flowmeter consisting of a microprocessor that

calculates flowrate, total flow and application depth of an applied irrigation amount for a given
land area. It also records the time duration of each irrigation cycle and displays all the data on
an android app interface (version 5.0 or above) via Bluetooth low energy communication
protocol. Additionally, this flowmeter is solar-powered and requires no frequent battery
maintenance. The flowmeter prototype development can be explained in three separate sections
explained briefly in the following.
Flow sensing and meter calibration- In this flowmeter, the paddlewheel is the primary sensor
which measures the water velocity. However, the current paddlewheels used in commercial
meters are less accurate than turbines. Therefore, a paddlewheel optimization test was
conducted to improve the performance of the current paddlewheel design to develop an accurate
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paddlewheel flowmeter prototype. Finally, the section explains the mechanical design of the
final prototype and its calibration result and analysis.
Hardware architecture- This section describes the development of the electronic system
developed to build the embedded system of the flowmeter. It also explains the power electronics
development and its validation test to verify its operation in a limited current.
Software architecture-The final section explains the development of the microcontroller
program to calculate flow data, and its corresponding Android app. The section also gives an
introduction to the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology with its advantages and
limitations. The last section explains the validation test results of the flowmeter prototype.
4.3.

Optimization of Paddlewheel Design and Paddlewheel Flowmeter Calibration
The fluid flow and the revolutions of the paddle wheel are ideally proportional to each

other. However, in real conditions, the paddlewheel behaves differently due to various inherent
physical factors related to paddlewheel movement in flowing fluid. As a result, the paddlewheel
measurement shows high discrepancy when compared to the true flowrate. These factors are
discussed in detail in the following sections. Normally, the paddlewheel body is half inside the
enclosed body with its other half exposed to the force of flowing fluid. The speed of rotation is
measured by a speed sensor. The blade tips of the paddlewheel are sensed by the sensor as they
pass over it. The sensors provide a digital pulse input to a microprocessor that calculates the
paddlewheel speed and computes the flowrate and the total accumulated flow.
Normally paddlewheels used in flowmeters are of 2.5-5 cm diameter. However, DEMS
Corporation (Dardanelle, AR) uses a 10 to 16 cm diameter paddlewheel in their flowmeter.
Increasing the diameter reduces the effect of turbulence on the paddlewheel. With less drag, as
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the paddlewheel diameter increases so does the paddlewheel efficiency (Li et al., 2013). Also,
larger paddles may reduce clogging and blocking of paddlewheels especially when measuring
surface water. The paddlewheel introduced by DEMS Corporation is 5 to 7 inches in diameter,
made of stainless steel with flat blades. This design is easy to manufacture and maintain, but it
was observed that it highly underestimates the flowrates, especially the flowrates under 1000
gpm. Also, the minimum flowrate measured by the paddlewheel was 350 to 400 gpm which
adds on to its inaccuracy. Therefore, it was useful to optimize the current paddlewheel design
and find a better design for the Bluetooth paddlewheel flowmeter.
Limited work has been done to understand the factors affecting the design and
performance of paddlewheels used for flow measurements. A thorough description of the
factors affecting the performance of a paddlewheel for flow measurement was presented by
(Chen, 2009). Chen (1998) used the linear regression analysis to calculate the K-factor (pulses
per unit volume) for a paddlewheel flowmeter. Li et al., 2014, evaluated the power consumption
of different paddlewheel designs in open raceway ponds and discovered that optimizing the
blade design can reduce up to 87% of energy consumption as compared to a conventional
paddlewheel design (flat blade). CFD analysis was used to compare the performance of flat
blade paddlewheels and curved blade paddlewheels to generate electricity in a hydropower
system (Akinyemi and Liu, 2015). Factors affecting the amount of axial thrust on a turbine in a
closed enclosure have been analyzed and reported (Godbole et al., 2012).
An experimental analysis was conducted to assess the physical features of a paddlewheel
rotor that affect the performance of a paddlewheel used to measure flowrate in a closed pipe.
Nine different types of paddlewheels were built using a 3D printer. These paddlewheels were
different from each other on the basis of blade design and blade counts. Three different blade
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designs were tested in the paddlewheel analysis. Designs were printed in 4, 6 and 8 blade
configurations. The test was conducted at five different flowrates ranging from 500 to 2500
gpm. The regression analysis was used to predict flowrate values from a reference flowmeter.
The results of each regression analysis were compared to evaluate the level of effect on the
paddlewheel performance by the variation in the following factors.
1) Paddlewheel mass (build material density in water)
2) Number of blades.
3) Flat blade paddlewheels with and without cups
4) Paddlewheels with narrow shaft blades with cups at the end
5) Shaft size (frictional force on the axis of paddlewheel)

4.3.1.

Concept of Paddlewheel Flowmeter
The paddlewheels are considered tangential turbines, partially immersed in the flow with

only a fraction of it experiencing the flow force at any given time. The shaft of the rotor is
perpendicular to the flow direction. As the rotor spins around the axis, some blades move
downstream and others turn upstream. The fluid flowing downstream hits the front of the blade
and provides energy to the paddlewheel, while the fluid mass located between the blades creates
drag. When the rotor begins to rotate, it experiences friction between the bearing and the shaft at
the axis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. (a) Pressure distribution along the paddlewheel blades. Photo by author: S.G. Chen
(2009). (b) Paddlewheel and sensor used in this study.
The performance of the rotor blade can be expressed using the following torque balance
equation (Wang, Z. and T. Zhang. 2007, Zhen, W. and Z. Tao. 2008).
Tr − Trm − Trf − Tre = 0

……. eqn. (1)

Where: Tr is the rotor driving torque; Trm is bearing retarding torque; Trf is the rotorblade retarding torque from opposite discharge pressure drag; and Tre is retarding torque from
the attractive force of magnetic pickup.
As the Tre is negligible, it can be neglected in the equation. The Trm is overcome during
the initial rotation of the rotor. Therefore, as the rotor gains speed, the Trm becomes negligible.
The Trf is zero when rotor is not moving. As the rotor begins to rotate, Trf starts to increase. The
main factor affecting the performance is Trf, so the equation for meter performance reduces to
the equation below.
Tr − Trf = 0

………. eqn. (2)

The torque is a function of two parallel forces acting against each other. Therefore, with
an appropriate paddlewheel design, it is possible to increase the driving torque on the front of
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the blade and reduce the retarding torque experienced by the back of the blade. The objective of
the experiment is to optimize the paddlewheel design to minimize the friction and drag losses
while maximizing the spin of the paddlewheel rotor.

4.3.2.

Forces acting on a Paddlewheel
Unlike the inline paddlewheel flowmeter for small pipe sizes, where the rotor is in a

round casing and the jet opening faces the paddlewheel blade tip, in this flowmeter, half of the
paddlewheel body suspended in an 8-inch diameter pipe. The blade tip of the paddlewheel
extends 3.5 inches into the pipe. The pressure distribution on the blades of a paddlewheel
depends upon the total number of equally spaced blades (Godbole et al., 2012). For example, in
a four-blade paddlewheel, one blade, opposing the main flow, transfers force while the other
three resist rotation from non-moving fluid mass (Chen, 2009). The paddle inside the water
experiences force from both upstream and downstream directions. To allow rotation the force
from downstream flow must be higher than the drag force.
In case of full pipe flow, the paddlewheel is lifted by fluid buoyancy reducing the
vertical load on the axial shaft (Chen, 2009). However, the paddlewheel rotating inside the
casing due to the high-pressure liquid exerts pressure on the paddlewheel blades and generates
two kinds of forces on the shaft axis (Godbole et al., 2012). The force generated in the lateral
direction of the axis due to the unequal pressure on the blades is known as radial force. The
force acting in the longitudinal direction due to different areas of the paddlewheel being
exposed to pressurized liquid is known as axial force (Godbole et al., 2012). In this case, the
axial force is negligible and can be ignored. However, radial force results from the centrifugal
force acting on the blade tips. The centrifugal force is generated by the non-uniform distribution
of pressure acting on the circumference of the impeller. As velocity is inversely proportional to
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pressure, the pressure at the blade tip is low and the velocity is higher. The pressure between
blades is higher closer to the axis (Figure 17). Therefore, it resists the angular spin of a
paddlewheel. For this reason, if a paddlewheel is to work efficiently, each blade should have
enough clear space around it to form a full flow pattern. If the adjacent are too close together,
the wave ahead of the second blade facing upstream will fill the depression behind the first.
This would interfere with the flow associated with the first blade, but if the second blade were
to be moved away from the first, the paddlewheel will not be able to capture enough thrust to
attain the correct velocity (Saeed et al. 2010, Godbole et al., 2012). Therefore, the blades of a
paddlewheel should have enough space between them to eliminate interference between the
actions of the blades.

Figure 18. Pressure distribution on a paddlewheel blade. Photo by author: Godbole et al. (2014).
4.3.3.

Water Impact on a Curved Surface versus a Plane Surface
Water hitting the flat plane is redirected across the surface and leaves the plane

tangentially (Figure 18 [b]). Therefore, the force from the jet stream is distributed across the
plane, which produces less radial thrust. Instead, pressure increases around the center axis of the
paddlewheel, creating excess drag. Moreover, the water passing the flat blade surface creates
eddy currents behind the blade and increases drag. In case of a curved blade (Figure 18 [a]), the
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water flows around the curved cup and is deflected back out in the direction from which it
came, increasing radial force against the cup. Also, as the impact area increases, the force
experienced by a curved surface is more than the force on a flat plane. This helps generate
higher thrust and reduces the formation of eddy currents behind the blade (Akinyemi et. al.,
2015). Also, the curved surface behind the blade is more hydrodynamic than on a flat plane,
resulting in a smoother transition into the fluid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. (a) Pressure distribution along a curve blade; (b) Pressure distribution along a flat
blade. Source: http://www. chegg.com.
4.3.4.

Experimental Design
This experiment was designed to test nine different paddlewheel impellers. These

paddlewheels were 3D printed with CPE, Nylon, and PLA plastic material. All the
paddlewheels had the same diameter of 7 inches or 17.9 cm however they differed in blades
designs and number of blades. The paddlewheels were printed in three different blade designs
and each design was printed in three different blade-count variations. The first blade design,
Design A, (Figure 19 [b]) is a flat rectangular blade with a surface area of 27.36 cm2. The
second blade design, Design B, (Figure 19 [c]) has an additional scoop or cup attached at the
end of the flat blade, which has a surface area of 28.65 cm2. The third design, Design C, (Figure
19 [d]) has a narrow hydrodynamic shaft with a wide curved blade at the end of the paddle. The
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narrow shaft is sharp from the front and flat from behind, and the scoop is the same width as
Design B. This reduces the area of the blade to 11.9 cm2 at the upstream side and 13.46 cm2 on
the downstream side. Each design was printed in three variations, with 4, 6, and 8 blades,
respectively. To test these paddlewheels, they were mounted on a metal saddle as shown in
Figure 16 (b). The saddle was screwed on a metal plate holding an angular speed sensor in its
center facing down towards the paddlewheel blades. The angular speed of the paddlewheels was
measured using an induction sensor. Pulse frequency output of the induction sensor was
recorded using a portable oscilloscope manufactured by OWON Corporation, China. The
paddlewheel saddle was inserted inside a round pipe with approximately 7.97-inches of inside
diameter to build a paddlewheel flowmeter. The saddle was sealed with a waterproof gasket and
screwed tight in the pipe.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 20. Blade designs; (a) Conventional blade; (b) Straight blade; (c) Wide blade with scoop;
(d) Narrow blade with scoop.
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A calibration apparatus was developed to calibrate the paddle-meter prototype. The
reference flowmeters in this infrastructure were an 8-inch O.D mechanical turbine flowmeter
(McCrometer, California, USA), and an electromagnetic flowmeter (magmeter). The paddlemeter flowrate data was compared with these two commercial flow measurement instruments.
As seen in Figure 20 (b), the turbine flowmeter was connected in-line to the paddle-meter setup
in a 1:1 ratio. A sufficient straight pipe flow of eight diameter length (9 foot) was provided
before and after the rotors. An elbow was attached at the end of the paddlewheel flowmeter
outlet to ensure a full pipe flow conditions. The distances from the valve to the center of the
propeller meter and the paddlewheel meter were four pipe diameters and nine pipe diameters,
respectively. A six-blade flow straightener was installed across the pipe cross-section of the
reference propeller meter. The manual valve was kept fully open to avoid generation of eddy
current and turbulence in the water stream (Hanson et al., 1998).

Calibrated
meter

Paddlewheel
set-up

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. (a) Look into meter (calibration set up); (b) Experimental set-up.
A VFD (variable frequency drive) pump was used to adjust the water speed in the
flowmeter. The pump was located at the Rice Research and Extension Center, Stuttgart,
Arkansas. The paddlewheels were tested at five different flowrates; 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and
2500 gallons per minute (gpm). A total of 25 readings were recorded for each paddlewheel
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design. Pulse frequencies were recorded five times at five points in a three-minute interval. The
actual flowrate was recorded from the reference calibrated propeller flowmeter with ±1% error
traceable to the standards of the National Institute of Standard and Testing (NIST) organization.
The calculated flowrates from paddlewheel frequency were plotted against the actual flowrate
and linear regression analysis was done using a zero intercept. Using the results from regression
analysis, the paddlewheels were compared against each other based on their goodness of fit,
slope, start-up speed, paddle speed, and relative error. The objective was to identify the
paddlewheel with to slope closest to one, low start-up speed, the goodness of fit and lowest
relative error and standard deviation.
The flowrates were calculated from the frequencies obtained at different flowrates. The
angular velocity calculated based on pulse frequency from speed sensor was multiplied from the
circumference of the paddlewheel to calculate the linear velocity of the flowing water. The
linear velocity was multiplied with the cross-sectional area of the pipe to obtain volumetric
flowrate. This formula is known as the continuity equation. The flowrate can be converted to a
desired volumetric unit (gpm) by using a conversion constant.
Continuity equation:
Q=V*A

...eqn. (1)

Where: Q = flowrate (gpm), V = linear velocity of impeller (m/min), A = 2πr (cross sectional
area of pipe, m2).
The following equation is used to calculate radians per second (ω).
ω/s =

𝑵𝑶.𝑶𝑭 𝑷𝑼𝑳𝑺𝑬𝑺(𝑯𝒛)

...eqn. (2)

𝑵𝟎.𝑶𝑭 𝑩𝑳𝑨𝑫𝑬𝑺

The following equation is used to calculate linear velocity:
V (m/min) = (ω * 2π*r) *60 seconds /min
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...eqn. (3)

Where: r = radius of paddlewheel.
The corresponding values are put in equation (1) to calculate flowrate in m3/m. The product is
multiplied with a conversion constant to convert it to gallons per minute (gpm).

4.3.5.

Results of Regression Analysis on the Data from Nine Paddlewheels

The angular velocity of the paddlewheel is directly proportional to the velocity of
moving water. Comparing these two variables gives us the calibration slope for each
paddlewheel design. In ideal conditions where there are no energy losses, the regression slope
of the graph will be equal to one, giving zero error. Therefore, a higher calibration constant is
preferred. The following three properties were varied in each paddlewheel: the number of
blades; the mass of paddlewheel (respective bearing mass added); paddlewheel with flat blades
with or without cups at the end, paddlewheel with narrow blades with cups at the end. The
dependent outcomes of the analysis for each paddlewheel were the regression slope, standard
error of the slope, and its R-square value. The results from the regression analysis of all nine
paddlewheels are summarized in Table 5. The table also enlists the rotational speed of each
paddlewheel near 500 gpm. The start-up speed depicts the minimum flowrate that is required to
move the paddlewheel in a full pipe flow condition. The flowrate of each paddlewheel is
computed by multiplying the computed flowrate obtained from continuity equation by its
respective regression slope. The relative difference between the referenced flow velocity and the
paddlewheel flow velocity is shown by an error percentage. The error percentage at different
flowrates was computed using the following formula.

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (%) = 100 ∗ (

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
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)

Where: Calculated flowrate = calculated flowrate from paddlewheel* regression slope.
Table 4. Paddlewheel designs with their respective data values from the experimental analysis.
Impeller
designs

Slope

R-square
value

Steel impeller

0.68

4 blades straight

Startup
spee
ds
350

Stand
ard
error

Error (%)

Mass
(gram
s)

0.99

Speed
near
500
gpm
63.75

46.6

-4 to 17.5

681.0

0.585

0.99

65.25

150

34.89

-1 to 7.3

82.3

6 blades straight

0.63

0.99

69.5

150

24.19

-1 to 9

89.6

8 blades straight

0.67

0.98

66.5

150

62.47

-1 to 12
109.6

4 narrow blades
with scoop
6 narrow blades
with scoop
8 narrow blades
with scoop
4 wide blades
with scoop
6 wide blades
with scoop
8 wide blades
with scoop

0.74
0.72

0.99
0.99

63
65.5

150
150

47.4
30.5

-1 to
10.48
-1 to 10

69.4
75.6

0.775

0.99

77.75

150

52.02

-1 to 6.2
96.9

0.64

0.98

65.55

150

46.52

-1 to 12.5
61.8

0.66

0.99

64.3

150

18.97

-1 to 3.45
106.2

0.64

0.98
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150

51.58

-1 to 21
118.6

Paddlewheels with 3 mm diameter bearing shaft
6 wide blades
with scoop
8 narrow blades
with scoop
4.1.5.3.

0.67

0.98

54.2

66

3.92

-0.2 to 0.8

104.2

0.75

0.99

71.4

66

10.27

-0.5 to 3

94.9

Performance Trend due to Variation in Paddlewheel Mass

The current paddlewheel used in the flowmeter is an 8-blade straight steel is 681 grams
or 1.1 pounds as compared to a 3D printed ABS plastic eight blade straight paddlewheel
weighing 108 grams or 0.20 pounds. Table 3 shows that the slope of the steel rotor is only 1%
less than its plastic counterpart the eight blades straight plastic paddlewheel. Both the
paddlewheels have less than 1% error at flowrates above 1000 gpm or 3785 liter/min. However,
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the steel paddlewheel had a higher start-up speed than its plastic counterpart and high errors in
flow estimation of flowrates below 1000 gpm. The maximum mass difference between the
plastic impellers was less than 50 grams. No difference could be observed in the startup speed
of the plastic paddlewheels using the available measurement set-up.
4.1.5.3.

Slope Trends of Paddlewheels due to Blade Design Variations

Adding a scoop at the end of a straight blade increased the surface area of the front side
of the blade by 4%. When compared to the straight blade design the slope of the paddlewheels
with cups was 11%, more for 4 blades variation and 6% more for six blade variations
respectively. However, the slope decreased by 4% for the 8-blade paddlewheel variation. In the
case of Design C, at least 3/4th of the paddle surface area was removed from the center of the
blade and the scoop was attached to the center of axis via a narrow plastic shaft. With this
approach, the surface area of the conventional blade was reduced by 58% while limiting
minimizing the drag at the center of axis. Tangibly, the slope increased by 15% for the 4-blade
variation as compared to the Design A (conventional straight blades) and 13% for the same
blade count of paddlewheel of Design B (straight blade with scoop). In the six-blade variation
of narrow blade scoop design, the slope increased by 8% and 6.9% as compared to the six
blades straight blade, and straight blades with scoop designs respectively. In the 8-blade
variation, it increased by 15% and 19.5 % from the 8-blade variation of other two designs.
4.1.5.3.

Slope Trends of Paddlewheels due to Variation in Blade Counts

Design A (conventional straight blade design):
Figure 21 shows the slopes of each of the nine printed paddlewheels in graphical format.
In case of increasing the number of blades increased the regression slope. In four blades
variation the slope was minimum (0.585). Adding two more blades to the same paddlewheel
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design increased by 8.45%, from 0.585 to 0.63. Increasing the number of blades to eight further
increased by 16.9% from 0.585 to 0.672.
Design B (paddlewheels with wide blades with scoop):
The calibration slope was calculated lowest in four blade designs. This slope increased
from 0.649 to 0.667, 1.8 % increase, when the number of blades increased to six. But the slope
decreased from 0.649 to 0.647, 0.2% drop, in case of eight blades paddlewheel of the same
design. In this design the increase in slope, 1.8% as compared to 8.45%, was less as compared
to straight blade paddlewheels due to considerable increase in drag indicating that any further
increase in blades may decrease the slope, which happened in the 8-blades version.
Design C (paddlewheels with narrow blades with scoop):
The regression slope of Design C decreased from 0.74 to 0.72, 2% decrease, when the
blade count was increased to six blades from four blades. But the slope increased from 0.74 to
0.77, 3.8% increase, when the number of blades were further increased to eight blades. This
anomaly was experienced as the paddlewheel with six blades had less material density (weak
material), printed with only at 60% material density. Paddlewheel was deformed after
conducting the test which may be the reason for the higher error.
The six blades variations in all three blade designs gave the best correlation at lowest
standard deviation. In design B, the R-square value of six blades configuration was higher by
one unit and standard error reduced nearly 3 times as compared to its 8 blade configurations. A
Similar difference was observed for Design A and Design C.
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Slopes by Design
four blade

six blade

Slopes

0.9

0.6

0.585

0.63

0.67

0.649 0.667 0.647

eight blade
0.74

0.72

0.775

0.3

0
straight blade

wide blade scoop

narrow blade with scoop

Blade Designs
Figure 22. Graph showing slope of each paddlewheel blade design for each blade count
variation.
4.1.5.3.

Error Analysis Based on the Paddlewheel Flowrate Samples

Figure 22, shows the progression in speed for each paddlewheel tested. Typically, the
slope increased with the increase in the number of blades. But the speed of paddlewheel with
eight wide blades and scoops (Design B) was the lower than the paddlewheels with lesser blade
counts. Therefore, the relative error directly depends upon the drag acting on the paddlewheel
blades. Figure 23 (a) and (b) shows the maximum relative error obtained at five different
flowrates which were 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 gpm. For each paddlewheel case, the
error was maximum at flowrates below 1000 gpm. This was due to low paddlewheel velocity
that resulted in an underestimation of flowrates. At flowrates more than 1000 gpm, the relative
error was less than or close to 1% for all paddlewheel designs. Therefore, as the paddlewheel
speed decreases at lower flowrates the error is higher. All paddlewheel designs experienced the
highest error at 500 gpm or 1893 liter/min except design 6 and 7. The second highest error rate
was experienced at 1000 gpm. Only one design, 4 wide blade scoops, showed less than 2% error
at 1000 gpm. Observing the pattern at 1000 gpm there is more drag at 1000 gpm for the six and
eight blade rotors.
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LegendDesign 1: 6 blades straight; DESIGN 2: 8 blades straight; DESIGN 3: 4 thin blade scoop;
DESIGN 4: 4 wide blade scoop; DESIGN 5: 4 wide blade straight; DESIGN 6: 8 narrow blade
scoop; DESIGN 7: 6 wide blade scoop; DESIGN 8: 6 narrow blade scoop; DESIGN 9: 8
blade wide scoop.

RPM

Paddlespeed by Design
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Design
500GPM

1000GPM

1500GPM

2000GPM

2500GPM

Figure 23.This chart shows the speed of each paddlewheel design at 5 different flowrates. The
actual flowrates for each paddlewheel test varied from 20 gpm to 50 gpm.
Relative Errors by Designs

22
Percent errors (%)

18
14

500

10

1000
1500

6

2000

2
-2

2500
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Paddlewheel Designs
(a)
Figure 24. (a) Showing difference in relative errors at different flowrates for each paddlewheel
design.
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Table 5. Showing maximum error values for all paddlewheel designs.

Blade designs
Flat blade
Flat blade with scoop
Narrow blade with
scoop
4.4.

Max. error in 4blades
7.3
12.5

Max. error in 6blades
4.5
3.45

Max. error in 8blades
13
21

10.48

15

6.2

Effect of Paddlewheel Axial Shaft Diameter Variation
It was assumed that reducing shaft size will reduce the bearing friction experienced at

flowrate below 100 gpm. It was done by reducing the shaft diameter from 11mm to 3mm. New
Plastic bearings were made for smaller shaft using a DuPont™ Delrin®, a homopolymer resin
which is a highly-crystalline engineering thermoplastic. The length of the bearing was also
reduced from 0.8 inches to 0.4 inches to further reduce the contact area. The paddlewheel
designs selected for this experiment were the six wide blades with cups and eight narrow blades
with cups. The previous experimental results showed that both the designs had slopes nearest to
one with lowest standard deviation, and lowest relative error percentage as compared to other
paddlewheel designs. These designs were again tested with a smaller axis shaft to test the
performance of paddlewheel at lower flowrates. The shaft was fixed at both ends and had no
rotation. The beam calculation was done assuming that the deflection of the beam should be less
than the gap between bearing and shaft which is 0.1 mm in the present design. To calculate the
minimum shaft size it was assumed that the shaft should be strong enough to avoid deflection
when half the pipe is blocked. The shear stress imposed on the shaft was calculated using the
following equations. The yield strength value of stainless steel (316 standards) material was
used to calculate the shear stress. The calculations are shown in Appendix A.1.
Shear stress = shear force (force of water * paddlewheel mass) / cross sectional area of beam
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The following formula was used to calculate the beam deflection based on the above shear
stress:
D max. = 2W (L − x) 2/ 24EI
Where: I= moment of inertia of a solid cylinder = πd4 /64; E= 190x 109 N/m2; W= fluid force
on the beam when half pipe is blocked; L= 1.82x10-4.
The minimum diameter possible was found to be 3 mm with a maximum deflection of
0.0028 mm. The bending strength of the 3mm shaft is half its yield strength, i.e. 15600 psi, is
2.5 times higher than the shear stress of 6073 psi acting on a 3 mm beam at a flowrate of 2500
gpm or 9464 l/min. As the friction loss depends on the area traveled, by reducing the
circumference of the beam by 3.6 times, the frictional loss was reduced by nearly seven times
resulting in a 20 % increase in angular speed of the paddlewheel at flowrates below 1000 gpm
or 3785 l/min. However, there was no significant change in the slope of paddlewheel designs.
The slope of the paddlewheel with six wide blades and scoop increase to 0.67 from 0.66
whereas the slope of eight narrow blades with scoops design decreased to 0.756 from 0.775.
However, the maximum relative error, which was near 500 gpm or 1893 l/min, of the six wide
blades with scoop design reduced from nearly 3% to 1% with a standard error reduced from
18.9 to 3.9 (Figure 25), and the error of eight narrow blades with scoop design reduced from
nearly 7% to 3.4% with a standard error reduced from 52 to 10 (Figure 26). The error at
flowrates above 1000 gpm the error was always less than one in both the designs. Therefore,
reducing bearing friction improved paddlewheel speed at lower flowrates.
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Measured Flowrate (gpm)

1660

y (11 mm)= 0.66x
R² = 0.99

1245

Linear (11 mm shaft)
Linear (3 mm shaft)

830
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R² = 0.99

415
0
-

500.00

1,000.00

1,500.00

2,000.00

2,500.00

Actual flowrate(gpm)

Figure 25. Showing regression of 6 narrow blades with scoop design; paddlewheel with 11mm
diameter shaft compared to paddlewheel with 3mm diameter shaft.
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2
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Figure 26. Comparing the bigger and smaller shaft data for design 6 wide blades with cups.
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Figure 27. Showing regression of 8 narrow blades with scoop design; paddlewheel with 11mm
diameter shaft compared to paddlewheel with 3mm diameter shaft.
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Figure 28. Comparing the bigger and smaller shaft data for design 8 narrow blades with cups.
4.5.

Flowmeter Calibration and Effects of Paddlewheel Diameter Variation
The section describes the metering calibration process and calibration results of the

flowmeter prototype. The prototype consisted of a 10-inch flowmeter pipe instead of an 8-inch
pipe, therefore a separate calibration analysis was required for the flowmeter. The paddlewheel
design with the best performance was incorporated in a 10-inch flowmeter pipe. According to
the paddlewheel optimization experiment, the six-blade wide paddle with cups (Design B) was
found to give better performance than the other designs. This design had a high slope (0.677),
lowest relative error (0.8%), especially at lower flowrates, and lowest standard error (3.0).
However, the size of the paddlewheel was reduced from 7-inches to 5.345-inches which shifted
the paddlewheel’s velocity profile away from the center as compared to the previous
paddlewheels.
A straight three-foot-long and 10-inch wide aluminum tube, with no flow straighteners,
was used as the prototype flowmeter pipe. The test meter is manufactured by McCrometers
Company. The enclosure cabinet has a solar panel fixed on top of its lid. The paddlewheel is
mounted on a metal saddle. The saddle is built using a rectangular steel tube and covers the hole
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in the meter pipe through which the paddlewheel is inserted. The paddlewheel is mounted on a
metallic holder similar to the one shown in Figure 16 (b) bolted on to a rectangular metal plate
that holds a Hall effect speed sensor tapped in the center, vertically facing down towards
paddlewheel blade tip. The Hall sensor is connected to the BLE microcontroller which is inside
an enclosure box. The wires from the sensor run through a watertight conduit to protect the
sensor from any damage.

Flow sensor
Solar panel

10’’Pipe

Enclosed
electronics

Paddlewheel saddle

(a)

(b)

Figure 29. (a) Paddlewheel Bluetooth flowmeter; (b) Flowmeter electronics and sensor.
The paddlewheel flowmeter was calibrated to calculate the speed of the paddlewheel at
different flowrates. The frequency of pulses was recorded using a portable oscilloscope. The
readings were recorded at 16 different flowrates ranging from 200 gpm to 2800 gpm. The
frequency data was used to calculate the paddle speed which was used to calculate
instantaneous flowrate using the continuity equation. Figure 29 shows the regression analysis at
zero intercept between the two meters.
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Figure 30. Calibration analysis for paddlewheel flowmeter.
It was observed that reducing the size of the paddlewheel improved the performance of
six wide blades with scoop design. The ratios of bigger and smaller paddlewheel’s radius with
respect to their respective pipe cross-sectional areas were 36.64 and 74.65 respectively, which is
twice the increase. The relative error for both paddlewheels was less than one, but the mean
relative error of six wide blade scoop design was reduced from 0.52 to 0.054. Also, the
resolution of paddlewheel improved as the relative error below 500 gpm reduced to 2% from 5%
when measured at 300 gpm. Furthermore, the change in flowrate value was seen clearly at flow
differences as low as 100 gpm. In the bigger seven-inch paddlewheel, this difference was mostly
400 gpm to 500 gpm. The paddle speed highly fluctuated when the difference was lower than
that. Also, every time the flowrate was increased or decreased to near 1000 gpm the bigger
paddlewheel experienced an unexpected drag which reduced the paddle speed as the flowrate
stabilized. This anomaly was overcome by reducing the paddlewheel size while increasing the
flowmeter cross-sectional area. Hence, the flowmeter design was further optimized by reducing
the paddlewheel diameter and increasing the pipe cross-section area.

4.5.1.

K-factor based Flowrate Calculation
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The software algorithm based on continuity equation gave error values ranging from
±200 gpm. The flowrate value had an error of 3 to 4 % and fluctuated to high and low value
rapidly, making it difficult to realize the actual flowrate of water in the pipe. For better
accuracy, a different method was developed for the flowrate calculation. In this method, a fixed
unit volume was divided by the time period taken to collect the number of pulses which
represent that fixed volume.
Flowrate (gpm) = (unit volume (gallons)/ seconds taken to obtain k factor pulses) x 60
Mathematically, the cross section of the pipe and diameter of the paddlewheel do not
change, but the time taken to push the same volume of water changes. Therefore, the averaging
of flowrate was done by measuring the time as the variable. However, the k-factor or pulses per
unit volume of the flowmeter prototype were found by comparing the pulse counter against the
index wheel of the turbine flowmeter. According to the datasheet one complete turn of the index
wheel represents 271.54 gallons or 0.01 of an acre-inch. A total of 187 pulses were recorded for
one complete round of the index wheel, representing 271.54 gallons. The value was repeated in
multiple trials at different flowrates. To calculate the flowrate from pulses the time taken by the
paddlewheel to produce 187 pulses was recorded in seconds by the microcontroller using the
timer function. Then the value of 271.54 (gallons) was divided by the recorded time duration to
get the rate of volume flowing through the pipe, and multiplied by 60 to convert the value to
gallons per minute. This method proved to be better reducing the error below 1% (Table 9).
Also, the error fluctuations were removed and the change in actual flowrate was measured with
more linearity. The following table shows the relative deviation between actual flow measured
from the index wheel of the McCrometer flowmeter and flow by the prototype’s microcontroller. A relative difference of 3% is acceptable under industrial conditions.
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Table 6. Flowrate of turbine meter and paddle-meter prototype with their relative difference.
Actual flowrate

Paddlewheel flowrate

Difference (%)

250
345
386
867
1040
1546
1657
1775
1845
1896
2008
2360
2900

245
350
400
870
1042
1540
1660
1790
1850
1910
2020
2376
2920

2.0
-1.44
-3.6
-0.346
-0.192
0.3881
-0.181
-0.845
-0.271
-0.738
-0.598
-0.678
-0.69

4.5.2.

Discussion
The results from the regression analysis of flowrates from each paddlewheel were

compared with each other. The physical features of the paddlewheel that affect the flow
measurement process were realized in this optimization experiment. The results were compared
to other studies related to paddlewheel design performance. The R-square value for all the
paddlewheel designs was above 0.98, and the relative error was minimal at higher flowrates.
The major difference in the performance was seen at lower flowrates, less than 1000 gpm.
Comparing the results of the 8-blade steel paddlewheel and its 8 blade plastic version
revealed that reducing the mass of the paddlewheel improved the performance. The start-up
speed of the paddlewheel was reduced from 350 gpm or 0.0221 m3/s to 150 gpm or 0.0179 m3/s
as with less mass the paddlewheel requires less thrust to overcome the initial inertia (Chen,
2000). However, no measurable difference was observed among the plastic paddlewheels. The
performance was optimized by reducing the mass of the paddlewheel as the relative
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measurement error was reduced from 17% to 8% as the paddlewheel speed increased from 63 to
66 at 500 gpm or 0.0315 m3/s.
Comparing the results from the three blade designs showed that the adding a scoop at
the end of conventional flat blade optimized the paddlewheel performance by increasing the
surface area where water is impacted. The slopes of wide blade scoop designs were at least 10%
higher than the flat blades in all three blade configurations. However, the slope decreased for
the eight blade configuration, and the relative error increased from 3% to 21% when the
paddlewheel blades were increased from six to eight. This shows that increasing the number of
blades does not necessarily improve the paddlewheel performance for every blade design. This
decrease in slope in the wide blade with scoops design was due to increase in the drag as the
drag was too large for the closely spaced blades that reduced the validity of the paddlewheels
(Svedin et. al., 2003).
Comparing paddlewheels with wide blade and cups against the paddlewheels with
narrow blade and cups, it was observed that eliminating the plastic surface from the middle of
the blade helped to minimize the drag at the center of the axis while increasing the velocity of
the paddle. Therefore, all the paddlewheel with narrow blades and a scoop produced higher
slopes in all three blade configurations. The eight narrow blades with cup paddlewheel had the
highest regression slope value of 0.77. Thus, removing the flat surface from the middle of the
blade significantly reduced the drag on the blades while allowing to increase the angular
velocity of the paddlewheel. However, the paddlewheel still produced an error of 8% at
flowrates below 1000 gpm or 0.0631 m3/s as it failed to produce enough thrust due to the
insufficient impact area. But the six wide blades with cup design performed better at lower
flowrates despite having a slope of 0.677 as it gave an error of 3.4% and a standard error of
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10%. Therefore, both blade design and blade count of a paddlewheel are needed to be in a
proper ratio for the accurate flow measurement at both high and low flowrates. This ratio was
observed in the paddlewheel with six wide blades with cups. It can be understood by observing
the data from all paddlewheels. For example, the six blade paddlewheels in each blade design
had a lesser relative error and standard error as compared to their four and eight blade
counterparts. It is because in a six-blade configuration, due to the angle between the blades, at
any given point, there are equal blades going upstream and equal blades in downstream, thus
balancing the force around the axis of rotation improved the linear relation with the water flow.
This is not true for the four blades and eight blade paddlewheels as a higher back force is
developed if the clearance is very high or very low (Godbole et al., 2012). However, a drop-in
slope was observed in six narrow blades with scoop design. The relative and standard errors
calculated for this paddlewheel were unexpectedly higher. The average paddle speed and the
regression slope value of the paddlewheel dropped by nearly 2% as compared to its four-blade
counterpart. When the paddlewheel was removed from the flowmeter due to damage to the
blades it was observed that the blades were bent towards a downstream direction. Therefore,
due to the weak strength of the material or less material density used to print that paddlewheel,
the paddle blades produced less thrust when hit by the water force (Chen, 2009).
Using smaller beam shaft proved to improve the performance of the paddlewheel at
flowrates below 1000 gpm by significantly reducing the bearing friction. The relative error of
six wide blades with scoops design was brought down from 3.4 % to 0.8 %, and slope went up
from 0.66 to 0.675. Reducing the paddlewheel diameter from 7 to 5.345 inches while increasing
the pipe cross-section area from 8 inches to 10 inches, further improved the performance of the
six blade with scoops paddlewheel design. As drag is directly proportional to the size of the
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object under pressure, a bigger size paddlewheel produces more drag. Therefore, reducing the
paddle size reduced the turbulence caused, due to the paddlewheel obstruction. The mean
relative error of the smaller paddlewheel was 0.054 which was less than the error of the bigger
paddlewheel 0.52. The measurement resolution also improved to at least 100 gpm, and the
fluctuation in paddle speed significantly reduced. However, this may not be correct in the case
of a narrow blade with scoop paddlewheel design as it will increase the error at low flowrates
and the drag is less. Thus, the optimization in the performance of conventional paddlewheel was
achieved by reducing the relative error from 17% to 1% and reducing the startup flowrate from
350 gpm to 66 gpm.
4.6.

Electronics Hardware Architecture
This section explains the electronic components that are used to develop the embedded

system of the flowmeter. The electronics of the flowmeter consists of a microcontroller, a push
button, a text-LCD screen, a Hall effect speed sensor and the power electronics consists of a
supercapacitor battery bank, battery charger, and other components used in the circuit. Figure
30 shows the schematic of BLE Nano breakout and other components.
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Figure 31. The nRF51822 with Bluetooth antenna on a BLE breakout board.
4.6.1.

BLE Nano
BLE Nano is currently the smallest Bluetooth 4.1 Low Energy (BLE) development

board in the market produced by RedBearlabs Company. This device has been approved by
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) standards. The core is a Nordic nRF51822 (an
ARM Cortex-M0 SoC plus BLE capability) running at 16MHz with ultra-low power
consumption. The nRF51822 is built around a 32-bit ARM® Cortex™ M0 CPU with
256kB/128kB flash + 32kB/16kB RAM for improved application performance. The embedded
2.4GHz transceiver supports both BLE and the Nordic Gazell 2.4 GHz protocol stack. The
nRF51822 incorporates a rich selection of analog and digital peripherals that can interact
without CPU intervention through the Programmable Peripheral Interconnect (PPI) system. It
provides the connection with iOS seven or eight and Android 4.3 or above (4.4 recommended
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for stability) with Bluetooth 4.0 hardware support. It allows to develop a Bluetooth Smart
enabled 'appcessory' (accessory device + companion application). It can operate at a voltage
from 1.8V to 3.3V. The BLE Nano can accept 3.3V to 13V from the VIN pin, where the voltage
will be regulated to 3.3V via the onboard regulator. Also, the board provides 3.3V from the
VDD to supply for other components or sensors (Redbearlabs.com, 2017).

Figure 32. The nRF51822 with Bluetooth antenna on a BLE breakout board. Used with
permission: Redbealabs.com.
4.6.2.

Hall-Effect Sensor
Many types of transducers are used for speed measurement. Noren (1994) invented a

device with a rotor comprising of three parallel disks and used a light emitting diode as the
pick-up sensor. Induction sensors produce a magnetic field which is distorted in the presence of
outside magnetism or metal intrusion. This produces an array of signals which can be used to
calculate the speed of the rotating element. These sensors are high in power consumption. They
usually come in 5v to 9v DC with 100 mA to 300 mA current input. Rosaen (1989) used a Hall
effect sensor, with 50 mA to 100 mA inputs, outside the casing of the flow meter. Lawson and
Brown (1981) developed a low power consuming 2 axis magnetometer. It required only 5 milli
Watts of power in idle mode. However, in the presence of a magnetic field, the net output from
a terminal is a pulse whose length is a function of the external magnetic field. Therefore, a
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ferrous metal detecting hall-effect sensor with 6 mA power consumption, with output
independent of any extremal magnetic field was chosen for the current project.
The effect of generating a measurable voltage by using a magnetic field is called the
Hall effect 1870’s by Edwin Hall. Hall sensors, model number GS1007 (ZF industries,
Xinzhuang Industrial Park, Shanghai, China) are a suitable choice among other speed sensors
for this project as they have non-contact wear-free operation, lower current consumption (6
mA), low maintenance, robust design, as sealed in anodized aluminum these sensors are
immune to vibration, dust, and water. Also, they are better than induction sensors in sensing low
angular speeds. Rosaen (1989) used a Hall effect sensor, with 50 mA to 100 mA inputs, to
successfully develop a flow meter. Figure 19 (a) shows a block diagram of the open collector of
a Hall sensor. The basic physical principle underlying the Hall effect is the Lorentz force. Hall
effect Sensors consist of a thin piece of rectangular p-type semiconductor material such as
gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium antimonide (InSb) or indium arsenide (InAs) passing a
continuous current. When the piece is placed perpendicular to a magnetic field, the magnetic
flux lines exert a force on the semiconductor material which deflects the charge carriers,
electrons, and holes, to either side of the semiconductor slab. This sidewards movement of
electrons results in a magnetic force with a potential difference. This effect is greater in a flat
rectangular shaped material. These sensors can detect any ferrous material at the blade tip of the
paddlewheel. To convert an analog signal to digital output, these sensors use Schmitt-triggers. It
is a comparator that has a built-in hysteresis utilizing an op-amp. When the magnetic flux
passing through the Hall sensor is higher than a pre-set value the output from the device
switches quickly between its “OFF” state to an “ON” to minimize debounce. This built-in
hysteresis removes any oscillation of the output signal as the sensor moves in and out of the
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magnetic field. To bring the output voltage of the sensor on the measurable voltage range of the
microcontroller a 1k pull-up resistor is connected between signal pin and the VCC pin.

(a)

(b)

Figure 33. (a) Open collector sinking block diagram; (b) Hall sensor; Used with permission: ZF
industries.
4.6.3.

Serial Text LCD Screen
As, the BLE Nano has limited I/O pins, a text-LCD with shift register is used as the

display interface. A serial text-LCD is two wire device which utilizes STDIO (Tx, Rx) protocol
to communicate with the master device (microcontroller). In Figure 30 the LCD screen is shown
attached to the TX pin of the microcontroller. The power connection of the LCD runs through a
normally open push button to save electricity by using the display only when required.

4.6.4.

Power Electronics Architecture
Besides the battery life, an important market acceptance factor of a digital self-powered

device is its ability of non-stop operation and controlled operation. In this device, the energy is
stored in a supercapacitor bank which is recharged by a photovoltaic cell. However, there are
two major limitations of using supercapacitors in this project. First is its limited operating
voltage and second is the limited current supply from the solar panel. Therefore, the design
manages power flow using supercapacitor bank. Table 7 shows the specifications of the
supercapacitors used in the project.
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Two supercapacitors are connected in series to create a supercapacitor bank (SB).
Unlike, Li-ion batteries supercapacitors have very low charge density. Therefore,
supercapacitors of 3 Wh which is equal 1111 mAh of a Li-ion battery were used. As the highest
operating voltage of a single supercapacitor is 2.7V, two capacitors were connected in series to
obtain 5V output voltage.
Table 7. Technical specification of supercapacitor used for prototype.
Features
SC capacitance(rated)
SC capacitance (maximum)

Value
3000 F
3600 F

SC internal resistance

0.29 mΩ

SC maximum power

5900 W/L

SC maximum energy

3 Wh

Max. continuous current

210 ARMS at 40C

SC shelf discharge

30-40 days

SB capacitance

1500 F

Three electronic devices were used a power supply system with SB: a smart DC-DC
converter/charger (PowerStream), a buck-boost voltage regulator (U1V11F5), and to achieve
efficient power management. EMSB (Energy management source board) is a circuit board used
to balance the current flow in each cell of an SB, however, EMSB is not used in this device as
they are only required when three or more supercapacitors are connected in series. These
devices manage and control the energy flow between the system components and check the
voltage and current distribution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 34. (a) Buck boost regulator; Used with permission: Polulu electronics, (b) DC-DC
supercapacitor charger; Used with permission: Powerstream industries.
A major limitation of the supercapacitor is its voltage drop with current discharge
because the minimum required operating voltage of the electronics is 3.5 V. Therefore, to utilize
maximum charge from the SB a buck-boost regulator is required to step up the current when the
SB voltage goes below the operating voltage. This allows the electronics to use the charge
dwelling in the low voltage band of the SB and use 90-95 percent of SB energy reserve before
reaching the minimum voltage threshold of 0.5 V.
A DC-DC converter provides for the charging with solar panels. It is required to regulate
the voltage supplied to the supercapacitor bank from the solar panel. While the current input
range of supercapacitors is quite high, their voltage range is limited to 2.7 VDC each, whereas
the output voltage of the solar panel is 17 VDC to 20 VDC. Therefore, when connected in series
the charge voltage should not exceed 5.4 VDC. Operating at higher voltage eventually reduces
the lifecycles and damages the SB permanently. Also, the full discharge voltage of a
supercapacitor is 0 V which makes the DC circuit open or’ dead short’. According to test
studies conducted by the company PowerStream technology, (Ohio, United States), there is no
ratio that delivers any operating voltage when the output is zero volts. To overcome this
problem, the PowerStream industries smart charger limits the charge and varies it continuously
by varying the resistance of a linear post regulator to keep the switcher output high enough to
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keep operating when the capacitor voltage is zero. When the capacitor reaches its full charge
capacity the linear regulator is bypassed to avoid any voltage over-voltage. Therefore, no
additional termination circuit is required. However, active and passive elements are required to
control the discharge current and reduce voltage spikes from the SB. As the supercapacitors
have high power density, there is a sudden current discharge on both the input and the output
side. This initial rush of current can cause destructive voltage spikes which are much higher
than the input voltage which could potentially damage the regulator. To minimize the damage
from sudden voltage overshoot, a 100uF capacitor is connected in parallel to the buck-boost
voltage regulator. While discharging, the supercapacitor charger/ DC-DC voltage converter
experiences high voltage transient and reverse voltage flashback which could damage the
charger. To avoid this reverse polarity, a diode is connected in series on the positive side of the
DC-DC converter charger. Figure 35 shows the connection of the power electronics. Table 8
lists the features of the components used in the power electronics circuit.

Figure 35. Circuit diagram of power electronics of flowmeter.
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Table 8. List of electronic components with their technical specifications.
Component

Current

DC/DC Step up regulator

Voltage
Range(V)
0.5 to 5.25

1.2A

Efficiency
at 5V
85%

Temperature
Range(C)
-20 to 65

DC/DC

0 to 36

3.5A

96%

-10 to +65

Reverse diode

50

30A

95%

-40 to +85

Linear capacitor

100

N/A

99%

-40 to +85

Solar panel

12-14

300mA

90%

0 to 50

Max. load consumption

3.3 to 5

35mA

NA

-10 to 50

convertor/charger

4.7.
4.7.1.

Embedded System Software Architecture
ARM mbed Operating system

The mbed OS 5 online compiler is used to program the ARM (Advanced RISC
machines) microcontroller. This platform is well integrated with ARM microcontrollers. The
mbed OS 5 is the latest version based on the open-sourced operating system designed to be run
on microcontrollers with ARM architecture. Software libraries found in its packaging system
are automatically added to the device allowing developers to concentrate on application code.
They make use of microcontroller’s hardware floating point units instead of using software to
perform floating point operations. This mbed system uses a supervisory kernel called ‘uVisor’
to create isolated security domains which restrict access to memory and peripherals. The code
repositories are covered by the general public license (GPL). NRf51 SDK in mbed provides a
flexible platform to program the BLE device on the mbed platform.
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4.7.2.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Communication Protocol
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless technology standard for personal area

networks. It is a short-range wireless communication technology, designed for very low power
consumption. The BLE ecosystem is centered around smart phones, tablets, and PCs. Unlike
classic Bluetooth, to communicate via the low energy protocol a special API (application
program interface) is implemented in the mbed code on a microcontroller. It is a set of routines,
protocols, and tools for building software applications. It is designed to provide an event-driven
program to use less energy while still maintaining communication. This is done by limiting the
frequency of its data broadcasts and allowing the CPU to enter sleep mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 36. (a) BLE microcontroller with BLE supported smart device. (b) GATT protocol.
Used with permission: developer.mbed.org.
The mbed development relies on APIs (application program interface) to control the
platforms. For BLE development mbed provides a separate nRf2 package consisting of BLE
API, created in accordance with Nordic semiconductor industries. The mbed OS interfaces with
the platform itself, and the mbed’s BLE_API interfaces with the BLE microcontroller on the
platform. The BLE_API offers all the low-power optimizations in the hardware to work at their
lowest power consumption by automatically configuring the clocks, timers and other hardware
peripherals.
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4.7.3.

Code Implementation
This section explains the important aspects of the software development of the Bluetooth

flowmeter prototype. For this project, the code was designed and written to program a
microcontroller, and to develop a user application for any android device with BLE. In the
following section, the hardware code written for BLEnano microcontroller is discussed. The
later section explains the android application development procedure.
4.1.3.7.

Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) Server

The GATT profile is a general specification for sending and receiving short pieces of
data known as "attributes" over a BLE connection. This service is used to transfer data from the
BLE chip (slave) to a smartphone (master). All current application profiles use GATT. A profile
contains the specification of device functionality for a particular application. There are many
profiles defined by Bluetooth SIG (special interest group) for low energy devices. The
Bluetooth SIG defines many profiles for low energy devices. A device can implement more
than one profile such as a pulse input monitor and a battery level monitor simultaneously.
GATT is built on the basis of the ATT (Attribute Protocol). However, ATT is optimized to run
on BLE devices. Each attribute is uniquely identified by a Universally Unique Identifier
(UUID), which is a standardized 128-bit format for a string ID used to uniquely identify
information. The attributes relayed by ATT are formatted as characteristics and services (Figure
36 [b]). A characteristic contains a single value and descriptors that describe the characteristic's
value. A characteristic is like a type, similar to a class. The human-readable descriptions are
carried through ‘Descriptors’. These are defined attributes that describe a characteristic value. A
descriptor might define an acceptable range for a characteristic's values, or a unit of measure
specific to a characteristic's value.
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4.1.3.7.

Service Set-up

Services are collections of characteristics and relationships to other services that
encapsulate the behavior of part of a device. To get the measurement values an instance of a
type called CSC service was used. The CSC service is a service made for measuring bicycle
speed by measuring the wheel revolutions. It is an object which is already defined in the BLE
API. Therefore, a header file named CyclespeedandCadence.h is included in the main program
along with the BLE.h class, which encapsulates the Bluetooth low energy protocol stack. The
header file is an instance of a type which is given a name and required initial parameters. It
consists of objects that have functions defined along with them as a part of the instance
blueprint and can be accessed from every instance of an object. In this case, the functions are all
in the CyclespeedandCadence.h program file used to create the object. However, the header file
was modified to add more values to the advertising packet. Figure 37 shows the GATT services
composed in a constructor. The constructor contains the parameters (params) such as ‘_ble’ for
reference to the underlying BLE, initial sizes of measurement values, and location of the sensor.
Figure 38 shows the update counter function in the header file. This callback function allows the
service to receive the updated measurement values in the control point characteristic. The
control point characteristic contains the advertising data payload. Figure 39 (a) and (b) show the
commands in the main program to set up primary services and auxiliary services respectively
used in the backhand connection between the BLE and smartphone.
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Figure 37. Constructor command for GATT services in the header file.

Figure 38. Function using a class object to update measurement values.

(a)

(b)
Figure 39. (a) Command to set-up service in main program of embedded application. (b)
Command to set-up an auxiliary service.
Figure 40 shows the set of commands used to set-up advertising payload using GAP
protocol. Setting up GAP mostly has to do with configuring connection ability and the payload
contained in the advertisement packets. In Figure 40 the first line is mandatory for Bluetooth
Smart and says that this device only supports Bluetooth low energy. The 'general discoverable'
is the typical value to set when you want your device to be seen by other devices on order to
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connect. Next comes the ID for the CyclingSpeedAndCadence service and the name of the
device. After the payload is set the code sets the advertising type and the advertising interval. A
higher advertising interval considerably reduces the BLE current consumption, therefore, it is
3000 ms.

Figure 40. Command compilation to set up advertising payload using GAP protocol.

Figure 41. Event handler functions of the BLE_API in if/else clause.
4.7.4.

Embedded Application Code Implementation

For minimum power consumption, the BLE code structure is designed to be event-driven using
interrupts in a sequence code. Event-driven programming means writing code to execute in
response to interrupts. The interrupts come from the hardware: they are generated by changes in
electrical signals or system activity (such as radio communication). The BLE advertising
payload is limited to 20 bytes and can only transfer integers. Therefore, while programing it has
to be made sure that no number gets larger than the assigned integer type or it will automatically
truncate the number and provide wrong information. The BLE flowmeter software algorithm is
explained using the following flow graph.
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Figure 42. BLE controller software algorithm is explained using the following flow graph.
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There are three main types of event handlers in the flowmeter software algorithm. The
first event handler is for the flowrate calculation task that interrupts the software to start and stop
the flow data calculation by sensing the paddlewheel rotation. The second event handler is a
bleGapState() which updates the flow data values in the advertisement payload. The third event
handler is shown in Figure 41, which activates Bluetooth and advertises the updated flow data
only when a smart device sends a query or a request. If the program sees no active connection it
enters ‘waitForEvent’ function of BLE_API, which allows the device to sleep until the next
event occurs. In deep sleep mode, the power consumption of the BLE is reduced to 2 - 5 μA.

4.7.5.

Android Application Development
In the United States, 85% farmers carry a smartphone and 77% are well versed in using

it (Farmcreditnetwork.com). The Android operating system is used for its free access as it is an
open source technology that provides a free development platform known as Android studio.
The Android operating system is a multi-user Linux system where each app is a separate
user. Android apps are written in the Java programming language. Android Studio has been
used as the Android SDK tool to compile code along with any data and resource files into an
APK (Android package Kernal) and create an archive file with a ‘.apk’ suffix. One APK file is
the installation set file that contains all the contents of an Android app to be installed on an
Android device. A google nexus-7 model tablet was used to build and test the application. App
components are the essential building blocks of an Android app. Each component is an entry
point through which the system or a user can enter your app. Key components used in this app
are explained below.
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4.1.5.7.

Implementation Details

The android application, ‘Blue Flowmeter’ was developed using various user-defined
activities which based on their respective .java classes. This application helps the user to
connect to the Bluetooth enable flowmeter hardware and obtain the flow data.
Activities- An activity is the interaction point of the user with the respective app. One activity
represents a single screen with a user interface. There can be multiple activities in a single
application, which can be interconnected with each other. The Bluetooth flowmeter application
has three activities. The main activity displays the flowmeter name and the irrigation flow
information (Figure 29 [a]). The flow information includes current flowrate, average flowrate,
total flow (totalizer), application depth (totalizer/area of field) and total irrigation time. To get
this information the user has to connect with the flowmeter hardware. This is done by pressing
the connect button. This visual button implements the setOnClickListner () method. It opens a
dialogue box which shows the list of only the active BLE devices with the flowmeter service
UUID. No other BLE device with different UUID will be shown. Another listener is provided in
the activity which is associated with the ‘save’ button. This button saves the flow measurements
in .xlsx format. However, it is kept for future development to create a List View adapter which
can help the farmer to record the flow information at the desired time.
Menus are a user interface component used in many types of applications. To provide a
familiar and consistent user experience, the menu API can be used to present desired user
options. In Android, a standard XML format is used to define menu items. Instead of building a
menu in main activity's code, we define a menu with its items in an XML menu resource. The
menu resource or a Menu object can be inflated from the top left of the activity. In the present
app, the menu option uses the intent method to start another activity. An Intent is an object used
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to bridge separate components, such as two activities to navigate between different activities.
The Intent represents an app’s "intent to do something." In this case, it takes the user to the
settings activity where the user can change settings like flow unit (Figure 29 [c]) or the irrigated
field area in acres in device settings activity (Figure 29 [b]). The activity is made up of different
fragments which define the function of various components displayed on the user interface.
Dialogue Box- A dialog is a separate window that pops out in front of an activity to prompt the
user to make a decision or enter additional information. It is normally used for modal events
that require users to take an action before they can proceed. In this case, the dialogue box is
prompted when the ‘About’ button is pushed in the menu. The box gives an introduction to the
user about the app and its features.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 43. (a) Main activity displaying flow data; (b) field acre input settings; (c) device settings
activity.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 44. (a) Dialogue box containing the app description for user reference; (b) app showing
flow data on a smartphone.
4.7.6.

Bluetooth Low Energy Android API
In contrast to classic Bluetooth, the BLE protocol has a separate set of libraries and

functions designed to provide Bluetooth at significantly lower power consumptions. The key
concepts and functions used in the java program files are explained in this section.
4.1.6.7. BLE Manager
The ‘BleManager’ is responsible for managing the low-level communication with a
Bluetooth Smart device. The manager handles connection events and initializes the device after
establishing the connection. For bonded devices, it ensures that the ‘Service-Changed’
indications if this characteristic is present, are enabled. Android does not enable them by
default, leaving this to the developers. The manager initializes the device using given queue of
commands. The manager also is responsible for parsing the battery level values and calling
BleManagerCallbacks ‘onBatteryValueReceived(int)’ method.
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To create BLEmanager, a high-level manager is used to obtain an instance of a
‘BluetoothAdapter’. This is done to conduct overall Bluetooth management. Figure 31 shows a
part of BLE manager code, in which all the UUID’s are initialized for Bluetooth bonding and
communication purpose. To get the current connection state of the manager profile for the
remote BLE device a public method called ‘getDevicesMatchingConnectionStates’ is used. This
is used by status bar application which knows the state of the local adapter. If none of the
devices match any of the defined states, an empty list will be shown. The ‘BluetoothGattServer’
is used to conduct GATT server operations. To conduct GATT server operations
‘openGattServer’ is used. The method returns a ‘BluetoothGattServer’ instance.

Figure 45. BLE manager file section containing device characteristics or UUID’s.
4.1.6.7.

Service Manager

As mentioned previously, the BLE API defines different instances or type of services for
different applications. The app identifies the BLE service type through the UUID. Figure 45
shows the UUID command in service manager java file. This service manager file extends a
BLEmanager interface called ‘CSCManagerCallbacks’. This interface manages the data packet
or advertised from the BLEnano microcontroller. It receives the string of data and associates
each value with a variable object defined by the developer. When the BLE microcontroller
sends new data, the flag is set high. The app is notified when updated data received by
‘onCharacteristicNotified’ function. The string of data is separated by different offsets and
decoded into integer format. These values are then attributed to defined variables. These
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variables values are sent to their respective listeners in the main activity java file. The
calculations are done in the main activity to convert the received data into flow data and
displayed in the edit text box in the main activity layout (Figure 30 [b]). When connected to the
device, the data is streamed continuously and updated real-time on the app.

Figure 46. Service manager callback interface receiving the data string from hardware.

Figure 47. Main activity file with hardware CSC service UUID and data decode function.
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4.8.

Bluetooth Flowmeter Device Validation
The device was tested to validate its flow measurement accuracy and assure smooth

working of its power electronics in an unprotected environment. The first section explains the
results of tests conducted on the supercapacitor bank (SB) and the circuit associated with it. The
second section explains the flow measurement analysis done to establish the accuracy and
metering characteristics of the developed Bluetooth flowmeter.

4.8.1.

Power Electronics Test

The performance of the supercapacitors was validated for its usability in a solar-powered
unit for a Bluetooth enabled flowmeter. The tests were conducted to gauge the performance of
the developed prototype in an unprotected environment. A set of experiments were conducted to
measure the charge and discharge rate of the supercapacitors in conditions similar to farm fields.
After the verification of the supercapacitor setup, the flowmeter prototype was tested on a
surface reservoir pump at the research station for 108.5 hours. In the electronic set up, the
current supply was 600 to 750mA, while the consumption was 20 to 35mA. The SB
performance tested the following conditions:
1. Time taken to charge and discharge the SB while the output voltage of the SB is
maintained at 5.5V.
2. Time taken to charge and discharge the SB while the output voltage of the SB is
maintained at 3.45V.
3. Time taken to reach minimum usable voltage (0.7V) from 0V at full load with the stepup regulator in presence of solar power.
4. Performance of supercapacitor in a prototype test of a Bluetooth flowmeter.
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The experimental was set up in a temperature ranging from 89 F to 111 F at average relative
humidity ranging from 80% to 95%. The measurement of the voltage, resistance and variable
current in the DC circuit was done using a portable oscilloscope/multi-meter (OWON.inc,
Xiamen, China). A serial text-LCD with led backlight was used as a load for the test, as it
represents power utilization at the peak state of this digital flowmeter. However, in real
application this state will be momentary and will only be used when text-LCD button is pressed.
The charging voltage of supercapacitors was set at 5.25V, so that SB charge reaches at least 5V
(2.5V each). In addition to the data collection, the charge and discharge cycles were repeated 35
times in a span of 3 months to test the reliability of the designed power system. These
experiments were conducted in the premises of the Rice Research Extension Center, Stuttgart,
Arkansas, United States during the summer of the year 2016.

4.8.2.

Results and Discussion
To evaluate the performance of the power management system the analysis of the result

is carried out according to the input data listed in Table 2 and Table 3.
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Figure 48. Charge profile of supercapacitor; Maximum charge voltage was set at 5.25V.
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Figure 49. Discharging with load, while power maintained at 5V.
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Figure 50. Discharge profile of the supercapacitor. No solar/energy input is provided. The
voltage drop is linear. A DC/DC step-up regulator maintains the wattage at 3.45V.
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Figure 51. Charge profile of supercapacitor bank to reach minimum voltage.
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According to Figure 48, it took 7.45 hours by the solar cells to fully charge the
supercapacitors. In Figure 48, the lower curve indicates faster charging at initial stage and upper
curve shows the reduction in charge rate. It took 1.35 hours to reach 1.5V from 0V. As the
charge increases the rate of charging decreases. Thus, as the voltage reached 5V the rate of
charge was reduced by 25%.
In Figure 49, the discharge to reach 0 V from 5.25 V is 8.5 h, when voltage level of the
output is maintained at 5.2V via the step-up regulator. It took nearly 7 hours to drop the voltage
from 5.28V to 3V, but the voltage dropped to 0.3V from 3V in just 1.5 hour. This indicates a
high current consumption by the regulator to maintain the voltage at 5.5V. We can see in Figure
50, the current consumption increases to 460 mA to maintain the wattage. The efficiency of a
voltage regulator is an important measure of its performance, especially when battery life is a
concern. By company standards at low current output, the power losses in the regulator is 20%
when input voltage is 2.4V and increases to 50% when voltage drops below one Volt. However,
when the output voltage was set to 3.45V the discharge rate was increased nearly 4 times, by up
to 30 hours as compared to 8.5 h. Therefore, better power management was observed by setting
the output voltage at 3.4 V from 5.5 V.
In the real field test the current consumption load was attached to the system. The
charging time was increased by 45 minutes, from 7.45 Hrs. to 8.5 hours, as the SB was
connected to load while charging. Also, when the load was applied, the voltage never reached
its maximum charge, i.e., 5.25V. The increase in time can be due the load consumption of 26mA. However, a standard variation of half to one hour was observed between repeated
measurements in the same conditions. From Figure 52, we can observe that the SB voltage was
increased from 0 to 0.7V under 20 minutes, when connected to a load. However, there was no
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current consumption by the electronics, but a leakage current of less than 2.5mA was measured
at the buck-boost regulator. The next step was to use this power setup in the final prototype and
test it continuously for at least 100 hours.
A metering accuracy test was conducted in which the flowmeter was used to measure
the water pumped in a reservoir through a VFD irrigation pump. The test was conducted for
108.5 hours during which the supercapacitor performance was also tested. To test the discharge
rate in supercapacitors the solar cell was disconnected from the SB. The SB voltage dropped
from 5.23V to 4.75 V in 27 hours. In another test the voltage dropped from 4.1 V to 3.5 V in 22
hours. The voltage drop was linear, however it increased from 0.028V/h to 0.04V/h as the SB
voltage dropped below 3.4 V. When the SB charged using the solar cell (3W) the voltage
increased from 3.5 V to 4.9 V in 10 hours and from 4.9 V to 5.23V in three hours. Therefore,
while charging the voltage increased 0.14 V/hour, 10 times the discharge rate.

SB voltage Charge and Discharge rate
5

voltage discharge in
real condition

Voltage (V)

4
3
2
1
0
0

17

34

51

68

85

102

119

136

Time (Hr)

Figure 52. Showing SB charge/discharge progression in real field conditions; discharge rate0.028V/hr at SB voltage above 3.45V; discharge rate-0.04V/h at SB voltage below 3.45V.
4.8.3.

Bluetooth Flowmeter Metering Validation Results

The Bluetooth paddlewheel flowmeter was tested for its metering accuracy. Water was pumped
for a total of 108.5 hours. A 10-inch McCrometer flowmeter calibrated with NIST traceable
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standards was put in line with the Bluetooth flowmeter. The totalizer readings of both
flowmeters were recorded at different time intervals. Table 8 below shows the comparison of
totalizer readings taken at different time intervals and different flowrates. In the first three
readings, the totalizer was reset to zero after each reading. The method of calculating flowrate
was based on averaging the instantaneous flowrate calculated through continuity equation. The
method showed higher error in the data points (2 %) with high noise and frequency fluctuations,
therefore, another method was used which was based on counting the pulse for a unit volume Kfactor calculation method mentioned earlier that uses time/constant unit pulses. This method
proved to be better and was used in the last five readings of Table 8. Also, in the last five
readings, the totalizer reading was not reset, and the cumulative readings were recorded. The
difference in error percentage can be seen between the two methods.
Table 9 shows the cumulative totalizer readings accumulated in a period of 97 hours.
The error rate is random when totalizer values were compared in separate time slots. However,
in cumulative readings, the error seems to be decreasing with the increase in the time interval.
Therefore, the average flowrate during the irrigation cycle differs by the time interval. However,
the error was less the 5 % at any given time interval.

Reference
meter

Figure 53. Showing the metering test flowmeter set-up.
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Prototype
meter

Table 9. Showing data from validation tests of the flowmeter. The table compares the totalizer
readings recorded at different flowrates for different time durations.
Time interval
(h: min)

Flowrate
(gpm)

Turbine totalizer
(acre-inch)

Paddle meter totalizer
(acre-inch)

1:00
2:30
8
12
12
27
24
12
10

1008
1008
805
1476
1260
500
1006
500
870

2.20
5.56
14.47
37.58
36.81
31.41
53.24
13.46
19.44

2.40
4.67
13.30
39
38.29
32.52
53.68
12.88
19.61

Error
difference
(acre-inch) %
9
16
8
3.4
4.1
3.5
0.8
4.3
0.8

Table 10. Showing comparison of cumulative totalizer values from turbine meter and
paddlewheel (prototype) meter accumulated for a time period of 97 hours at different flowrates.
Time interval
(h: min)

Average
flowrate (gpm)

12
24
51
75
87
97

1476
1260
500
1006
500
870

Turbine
totalizer
(acre-inch)
37.58
74.39
105.8
159.04
172.5
191.94

100

Paddle meter
totalizer (acreinch)
39
77.29
109.81
163.49
176.37
195.98

Error difference
(acre-inch) %
3.4
3.8
3.8
2.7
2.2
2.1

4.9.

Discussion
The influence of wireless communication technology has significantly increased in the

agricultural automation industry. However, its application has been limited to certain areas of
irrigation systems. The current flowmeters in the market have an analog interface and do not
provide easy to interpret water consumption data. The Bluetooth flowmeter is a novel approach
to utilize a near field communication (NFC) protocol known as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to
transfer the flowmeter data from the device to a smartphone or a tablet. It is a stand-alone
device that uses solar power to recharge its supercapacitor battery bank. Furthermore, the device
uses optimized paddlewheel design as the primary sensor for flow measurement in a flowmeter
pipe of approximately three feet in length and having 10-inch OD. According to the results
obtained from optimization test, the six blade paddlewheels provided more stable data with
minor fluctuations as compared to the four and eight blades variation. The slope of
paddlewheels with scooped blades was higher than the paddlewheels with straight blades.
Therefore, the six blades with scoop paddlewheel design gave the least relative error. This error
was further decreased to 0.8% when the shaft diameter of the axis was reduced from 11mm to
3mm. Due to these reasons, this design was used for the flowmeter prototype. Tangibly, the
measurement performance increased considerably as the relative error came down to 0.8%, and
the start-up speed further decreased from 150 gpm (567.8 l/m) to 66 gpm (249.8 l/m). Also, the
K-factor value (pulses per unit volume) obtained for all flowrates from 500 gpm (1893 l/m) to
2900 gpm (10,978 l/m) became the same, i.e., 187 pulses per acre-inch. However, the size of
paddlewheel used in flowmeter was 5.345 inches instead of 7 inches which improved the
measurement resolution of the paddlewheel while further reducing the error.
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The flowmeter device prototype was tested for its features in real farm field conditions. The
test was conducted for 108.5 hours during which its features like Bluetooth connection, android
app functionality, flow measurement accuracy, and power electronics were evaluated to prove
the device validity. The software also worked correctly and was able to transfer big integer
numbers without overloading of advertising data payload and thus, avoiding any value
truncation.
The Android app successfully worked with the flowmeter device. All the flow information
was relayed to the tablet in real time. However, at lower flowrates, the flowrate averaging was
slower due to more time being taken to transport the same amount of water. The information
calculated and displayed on the smartphone consisted of a current flowrate, an average flowrate,
a total flow, application depth, and irrigation time of the present irrigation cycle. To calculate
application depth, the user can specify the area of land to be irrigated in the flowmeter android
app or it takes 100 acres as default field area. The flowmeter app continues to collect data in the
background. The app only shows the real-time data obtained from the flowmeter and does not
allow the user to save any data in the app. To share information, the user can take a screenshot
of the screen. For convenience, the device also displays irrigation data via a backlight text-LCD
screen. Only the total flow (totalizer) reading is shown provided on the screen when there is no
irrigation event. However, this value could not be saved permanently in the device, so it resets
to zero if the flowmeter device loses power. But it is only a problem when the flowmeters are
put inside sheds and allowed to fully discharge. The flowmeter can connect to a smartphone
under 50 meters range. But, once connected it was observed that the data could be transferred
up to 100 meters in the line of sight range. In the United States, farmers hold larger areas of
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land as compared to farmers in most countries. Therefore, it is beneficial to connect farmer to
the devices within the field.
During the field test of the flowmeter, the device operated for 108.5 hours. The
supercapacitor bank was charged at 5 VDC and low operating voltage electronics (3.3 V)
allowed to set the output voltage at 3.45 VDC using a buck/boost regulator. According to the
test results, the supercapacitor voltage drops at a rate of 0.028 V per hour. This discharge rate
doubles when the battery voltage is below 3.4 VDC, because more charge is used to compensate
for the voltage. Since the prototype provided same voltage drop in different conditions, it is
realistic to expect that the device can work continuously for at least 137 hours or five to six days
without any charge compensation. When charged with solar cells the SB charge voltage
increased from 3.5 V to 5 V in 10 hours. It is due to the low current generation (300 mA) of
solar cells. However, the recharge rate (0.28 V/h) measured in the experiment was 10 times
more than the average discharge rate (0.028 V/h). Also, more than 1000 charge cycles were
conducted on the supercapacitor bank over the span of two years, but no change in the charge or
discharge rate was observed. The microcontroller current consumption depends on its data
broadcasting (advertising) time interval. A supercapacitor bank needs less maintenance than a
battery and is more reliable in a hot and humid environment. However, it also limits the addition
of any further hardware electronics due to limited maximum voltage and limited power density.
The highest charge is consumed when the text LCD of the device is used to read flowrate and
totalizer. However, the power consumption by the Hall Effect sensor remained the same at
different flowrates. When no paddle blades movement is sensed, the Hall sensor consumes less
than 50 μA (ZF industries online manual, 2017).
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A metering test was conducted by running the prototype flowmeter for 108.5 hours with a
calibrated turbine flowmeter in line. In the beginning, the flowrate was calculated using Von
Neumann’s continuity equation. The relative error obtained in flowrate was 2% to 10%. As a
result, the totalizer value had 16% error in a 2.5 hour run (Table 9). However, a different
approach was adopted in which the total number of pulses generated for one acre-inch of water
were recorded by comparing the pulse counts with the reference meter. Hence, the overall
conversion factor between pulses and flowrate (also representing conversions of cross-sectional
area, Kc, and velocity) was found to be 187 pulses for 0.01-acre inch. To obtain the flowrate the
total seconds taken to record 187 pulses is divided by 271.54 gallons (one acre-inch) and
multiplied by sixty to convert gallons per second to gallons per minute. This method allows for
a better averaging duration for the flowrate as instead of depending on the frequency of pulses
the controller averages the number of revolutions of the paddlewheel. The cross section of the
pipe and the circumference of the paddlewheel do not change, hence the fluid passing through
pipe is constant, but the time is variable. Therefore, measuring time to obtain a fixed number of
pulses proved to be more accurate than calculating the number of pulses over a set time
duration. The averaging time over a set number of pulses provided less relative error (1%) at all
measured flowrates (Table 6) and the totalizer error was reduced to 2.7% (Table 9). Hence, the
metering function of the flowmeter gave sufficiently accurate results and verified the correct
working of the meter.
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5. Conclusion
5.1.

Irrigation Pump Timer
A pump timer controller device was successfully developed for 3 phase electric

irrigation pumps. The device provides a low-cost field level automation solution for irrigation
pumps. It is a retrofit device, designed to provide a simple and faster keyboard interface that
facilitates the pump control automatically as per the timer values entered by the user. The
device is built around M0-cortex ARM LPC11U24 microcontroller. It controls a power relay
(12VDC/600VAC) installed between the power line and the motor contactor to control the
power supply to the motor. Standard components were used to develop the device for easy
commercialization. WDR-120 AC/DC voltage regulator was used to convert the high voltage
AC to 12V DC. The electro-mechanical component cost was reduced by applying more
software level automation. The device provides an hour meter showing the total hours the pump
ran since the pump controller was installed. The validation test results of the device showed
that the device would shut-off the pump after set pumping time is over and will save energy and
water by avoiding excess pumping. It also saves the settings in case of a power loss in between
an irrigation cycle and automatically resumes pumping when the power comes back. A digital
rain scale interface was developed using an infrared rain sensor (RG-11) with digital output. A
software algorithm was developed which utilizes the drop counting mode of the sensor in which
the sensed rain drops falling on the sensor canopy are counted. Using simulated rainfall, the
pulse counts for every rain point of a manual rain gauge were discovered and a calibration
equation was developed. The validation test results of rain sensor function of timer showed that
the drop count method could provide better reliability than a conventional rain sensing method.
The data also showed that the calibration of the rain sensor was accurate with a relative error of
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3-4% when compared to a manual water collecting rain gauge. Therefore, this device can be
trusted to minimize false interrupts. Hence, the untimely discomfort and extra labor cost to
manually start/stop the pumps can be reduced while saving water and energy by using this
pump controller.
5.2.

Solar Powered Bluetooth Paddlewheel Flowmeter
A solar-powered portable flowmeter was developed around a Bluetooth enabled

microcontroller. The flowmeter uses a paddlewheel with a Hall-Effect sensor to estimate the
water velocity. This new approach is believed to save time by avoiding the calculations
involved in flow measurement during irrigation. Also, it is easier to record and share the flow
information with an Android interface. The device uses a low power (microamps) BLE
(Bluetooth Low Energy) enabled the microcontroller to communicate with its corresponding
Android app. All the electronics of the flowmeter is placed inside a weatherproof enclosure with
a solar panel on its lid. The box is attached to a 10-inch (25.4 cm) OD flowmeter pipe. The tests
conducted showed that the Bluetooth flowmeter operated successfully. The performance of
conventional straight blade paddlewheel design was successfully improved by introducing cups
to the paddles, reducing the bearing friction by using smaller diameter shaft and reducing the
paddlewheel size from 7 inches (17.78 cm) to 5.35 inches (13.59 cm). These changes resulted in
the reduction in start-up speed from 350 gpm to 66 gpm or 1325 l/m to 250 l/m. The relative
flow error minimized, especially for flowrates below 1000 gpm or 3785 l/m. The improved
paddlewheel design was used for the flowmeter. However, the calibration of the prototype was
done by measuring the Kc-factor (pulses/ acre-inch) from the reference meter. The calibration
of the device proved to be successful as the flowmeter metering test results showed less than 1%
relative error in flowrates and 2% error in the accumulated total flow. The field test of the
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prototype was conducted for 108.5 hours. The results show that the supercapacitors discharged
at a rate of 0.028V/hr. Therefore, the flowmeter can operate continuously for at least 5 to 6 days
without solar power. The flow data consists of flowrate, totalizer, application depth and
irrigation time duration. However, the device fails to retain the totalizer reading once power
runs out due to the microcontroller component limitations.
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6. Future work
6.1.

Irrigation Pump Controller
The next stage would be to test this device would be in the field. Also, a few copies of

this device can be built and distributed to the farmers associated with university Extension
program. Their feedback would be useful for further development. Current calibration of the
rain sensor was done using the available resources. Although, the performance of rain sensor in
tests under real rainfall conditions was satisfactory. Still, a better calibration of the rain sensor is
can be done by accumulating more rainfall data. The rain sensor should be tested for a whole
rain season.
6.2.

Solar Powered Bluetooth Paddlewheel Flowmeter
The primary limitation with the BLE device is that it can communicate only to phones,

tablets. Also, it doesn’t work on older mobile phones. It doesn’t support direct communication
between BLE devices. This limitation may resolve in future, as it is not a restriction of the
protocol, one common form of device-to-device communication (via meshing) would only
require peripherals to scan for any advertisement signal from neighboring devices. Also, the
BLE device doesn’t have independent access to the internet. However, additional hardware or
constant access to some BLE-enabled electronics like mobile phones which have their own
internet access can be used to overcome this limitation. Another limitation is that the Nordic
NRf52 BLE microchip is unable to integrate with any EEPROM device. Therefore, the totalizer
data is lost once the power runs out. Future work would include developing new hardware
overcome the manufacturing defect. The Android app can be further developed by adding
features in which a user can save flow data chronologically in a list view and save it for
reference.
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Appendix A
Table 11-A. Type of remote pump control options available in market
Model and Description

manufacturer

6-station irrigation timer

2016 List Price of single unit
($)
69

AgrowSoft Irrigation

$895.

FarmTek

PUMPPROXY® PLUS

$1,299.00

netirrigate

XPROXY® CELLULAR

$549.00

netirrigate

>$2000

Valmont

>$950

Valmont

>$1500

Valmont

Crop Link®

>$1500

Agsense

Pump Monitor

$1500 - $6000

Diesel Engine Motors

Rain Bird

Controller

ALARM
Valley(variable frequency
Drive)
Valley Drive
connect(SCADA)
Pump connect(simple
control)

Company
Remotely controlled
Remotely controlled
Control panel
Pump controller
SCADA controller
Manual and remote
Controller prototype
Wind up timer
Wind up timer

$1450
$1395
120 AC – 277 AC
$1650
$2000- $6000
$200
$95 to $180
$110 to $400
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AGsense
Net irrigate
euromachine
Precision digital
Rubicon water
Ranch Systems
Master’s project
intermatic
Grainger

Table 12-A. Various irrigation flowmeters and communication systems available in market.
Device type

Company

Technology

Price

Subscription

FLOW

Mccrometer.I

Satellite or

$1390

Monthly $6-$8

CONNECT

nc

cellular

DIGITAL
PADDLE
WHEEL
FLOWMETER

Instruments

Hard wired

$1450

N/A

Direct

digital

CELLPHONE
MODEM
MODEM

SUTRON

gprs/cdma

$1900

Monthly $20

Badger meter

Radio/gprs

$1200/

Monthly $8

REGISTER/
MODEM

$1500
ELECTROMAG
NETIC
METERS
BLUETOOTH
ULTRASONIC
PT900
BLUETOOTH
MAGMETER
FLOMEC

7.1.

Seametrics

Wifi- gprs

$1747

G.E

Bluetooth DC

$6200

powered d
Flomec

Bluetooth DC

½” to 4” pipes

powered

No continuous
data stream

$1750

No continuous
data stream

Appendix A.1-Paddlewheel axis shaft size calculation:

Problem:
To find minimum cross sectional area (diameter) of a shaft beam which can withstand the force
of water acting on the impeller in a flowmeter at 2500 GPM.
Reason:
To minimize the friction force acting against the rotation of the paddle wheel by reducing the
area of contact(circumference of impeller) between the shaft beam and paddle wheel.
Assumptions for shear stress:
•

The shear stress is uniform across the width.
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•

The bending stress does not distribute the effect of bending stress.

•

The force due to friction is generally independent of the contact area between the two
surfaces.
||Ff||

•

μk = 0.15 = ||𝐹𝑛||

•

Mass of impeller = 100 g ABS plastic.

……friction coefficient for ABS vs carbon steel

Calculations:
Force of water at 2500 gpm:
Flowrate (AV) = 2500 gpm
Force of water = pAV2

…eqn 1

Where, p = density, A= area of pipe (m2), v= velocity of water.
Force = 1000*0.0322*4.91 = 776.8 N
Considering half pipe blocked:
As the area reduces to half the water velocity becomes twice, i.e, 9.83 m/s.
Substituting new velocity in eqn. 1, we yield
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Force = 1555.7 N
Shear force calculations:
Case 1: when the paddlewheel is at center.

Dimensions:
L=0.054 m; b= 0.044 m;

x1= x2 = 0.005 m;

x = 0.01 m

Shear force moves from left to right:
Reactive force (R1) = wb (2x + b)/2L
R1 = R2 = 17.11 N-m
For case 2: when the paddlewheel is at one side due to flowmeter tilted position.

Dimensions:
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L=0.054 m; b= 0.044 m;

x1= x2 = 0.005 m;

x = 0.01 m

Total Contact length of two bearings = 2.4cm
Shear force moves from left to right:
R1 = wb (2L-b)/2L
R1 = 20.281 Nm
Shear force = -w (L/2 - x) + R1 = (- 13.22 + 20.281) Nm = 7.1 Nm
Shear stress = shear force / cross sectional area of beam = 74566.7 Nm2 or 10.8 Psi
Shear stress for 6 mm diameter rod:
7.1 / 0.00000678 = 10471976 N/m2 or 1518.6 psi
Yield stress of steel = 31200 psi
Shear strength of steel = yield/2= 31200/2=15600 psi
Shear stress in beam= 1518.6 psi <<<< Maximum shear stress of steel
Factor of safety= Maximum shear / Shear stress in beam = 15600/1518.6 = 10.3
Shear stress for 3 mm diameter rod:
Cross sectional area under stress= πr2 * length of contact (2.4cm or 0.024m)
7.1 / 0.00000678 = 42000000 N/m2 or 6073.74 Psi
Yield strength of steel = 31200 psi with 0.2% offset
Shear stress of steel = yield strength/2= 31200/2=15600 psi
Shear stress in beam= 6073.74 psi < Maximum shear stress of steel
Factor of safety= Maximum shear / Shear stress in beam = 15600/6073.74 = 2.5

7.2.

Appendix A.2- Pump controller code

#include "mbed.h"
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#include "TextLCD.h"

TextLCD lcd(p14, p15, p17, p18, p19, p20);
LocalFileSystem local("local");

// Create the local filesystem under the name "local"

DigitalOut switchengine(p21);
DigitalIn pin_up(p29);
DigitalIn pin_down(p30);
InterruptIn pin_start(p27);
InterruptIn Pin_rain(p25);
DigitalIn pin_delay( p28);
DigitalIn pin_rainscale(p22);
DigitalIn pin_mainpower(p23);

struct inputvalues
{
//uint8_t ssetpoint;
uint8_t spumphr;
uint8_t spumpmin;
uint8_t rs;
uint8_t totalnewvalue;

};

//Timeout pumpon;
Timer timer;

volatile int Quarters;
volatile int tim;
volatile float timeleft;
volatile int m;
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volatile int s;
volatile int mintime;
void interrupted();
void displayUpdate();
void startRun();
void callstart();
void timerf();
void pumpoff();
void totalizer();
//void totalizersave();
void reader() ;
void totaltime();
void rainsense();
void save();
void delaytime();
void maintotalread();
int sensorp;
int totaltest=0;
static int dhr, dmin, phr,pmin=0;
int mdisplay, totalhour, snumber, delayM, numberM, total, raintimer, number= 0;
bool status;
bool pumptime = true;
volatile bool onetimesave;

double totalhr;
float del;
int h,i,pulses, d, t, sec, min, hr, newvalue, begin ;

static float rsensor = 16.0;
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//time_t seconds = time(NULL);

bool save(char* filename, struct inputvalues *dataStruct) {
FILE *fp = fopen(filename, "wb"); // Open for writing as binary
if (fp){
for (int count = 0; count < sizeof(struct inputvalues); count++)
fputc( *( ((char*) dataStruct) + count) , fp);
fclose(fp);
return true;
}
return false;
}

bool read(char* filename, struct inputvalues *dataStruct) {
FILE *fp1 = fopen(filename, "rb"); // Open file for reading as binary
if (fp1) {
for (int count = 0; count < sizeof(struct inputvalues); count++)
*( ((char*) dataStruct) + count) = fgetc(fp1) ;
fclose(fp1);
return true;
}
return false;
}

/*void totalizersave()
{
int newtotal = total;
newvalue = mintime + newtotal+totaltest;

FILE *fp1 = fopen("/local/maintotal.txt", "w"); //
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fprintf(fp1, "%d",newvalue);
fclose(fp1);
mintime = 0;

onetimesave = false;
pumpoff();

}
*/
void save()

// SAVE WHEN main power shut down case!!

{
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Saving");

struct inputvalues data;
//data.ssetpoint= rsensor;
data.spumphr= h;
data.spumpmin= mdisplay;
data.rs= sensorp;
//data.newvalue= mintime + newtotal+totaltest;
save("/local/set.txt",&data);
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Saved");
wait(1);
pumpoff();
// bypass();
}
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void interrupted()
{
switchengine=0;

struct inputvalues idata;
//idata.ssetpoint= 16;
idata.spumphr= 0;
idata.spumpmin= 0;
idata.rs= 16;
save("/local/set.txt",&idata);

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(2,0);
lcd.printf("Interrupted!");
wait(1);
pumpoff();
}

void pumpoff()
{

if(onetimesave ==true) {

//

totalizersave();

}
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("PUMP OFF!");

wait(1);
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while(1) {
switchengine=0;
wait(0.3);
pumptime = false;
status = true;
//update display
sec++;
wait(1);
if(sec==59) {
min++;
sec=0;
}
if(min==59) {
hr++;
min=0;
}

lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Ran T:%d Hr %d",phr, pmin);
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf("Since= %d:%d:%d",hr,min,sec);

Pin_rain.rise(&rainsense);
pin_start.rise(&timerf);
pin_start.fall(&callstart);
//Pin_rain.rise(&rainsense);
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}
}

void raintimercount()
{
if(pulses>3)
raintimer++;
}

void rainsense()

// rain sensing interrupt function

{
raintimer = 0;
//static bool raincheck;

if (sensorp<16.0 ) {
pulses++;

//pulse counting

if(raintimer*3 > 60) {
pulses=0;
raintimer=0;
} else {
if(pulses > rsensor*2640) {

// rain setpoint condition(if true)
while(1) {
switchengine=0;
sec++;
wait(1);
if(sec==59) {
min++;
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sec=0;
if(min==59) {
hr++;
min=0;
}
}

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Rainfall");

//lcd.printf("Timeleft= %d", phr-h);

lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf("Rain= %d:%d:%d",hr,min,sec);

}
}

}
}
}

void timerf()

{
timer.reset();
timer.start();
begin = timer.read();
}

void callstart()
{
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int end = timer.read();
timer.stop();
t = end - begin;
if(t>2) {

if(status==true )
{
startRun();
}
interrupted();
}

}

void delaytime()
{
static int del = (dhr*60)+dmin;
int mindisplay;
int sec = 60;
int min = dmin;
if(dmin==0) {
mindisplay=59;
}
int hr = dhr;
mindisplay= (hr*60)+dmin;
while(del>0) {
if (pin_mainpower==0) {
onetimesave = true;
switchengine=0;
save();
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} else {

if(hr<1) {
sec--;
if(sec==0) {
mindisplay--;
sec = 60;
}
if(mindisplay<=0) {
dhr=0;
dmin=0;
hr=0;
min=0;
del=0;
}
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(1,0);
lcd.printf("Delay = %d min",del);
lcd.locate(3,1);
lcd.printf("%d min %d s" ,mindisplay, sec);
wait(1);

} else {

sec--;
if(sec==0) {
min--;
sec = 60;
}
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if (min==0) {
hr--;
if(hr<=0)
hr=0;
min=59;
}

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(1,0);
lcd.printf("Delay = %d:%d",dhr, dmin);
lcd.locate(3,1);
lcd.printf("%d %d %d",hr,min, sec);
wait(1);
if(hr+min<=0) {
dhr=0;
dmin=0;
hr=0;
min=0;
del=0;
}
}

}

}
startRun();
}

void displayUpdate()

//update the display and start/stop the engine
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{
s = 60;
mdisplay= pmin;
h= phr;
if (pmin<=0){
h= h-1;
mdisplay=59;
}
//displayupdate is main timer activity......engine should be running!!!
while(1){
if(pin_mainpower==0){
onetimesave = true;
switchengine=0;
save();
}

else{
pin_start.rise(&timerf);
pin_start.fall(&callstart);

wait(1);

switchengine=1;
pumptime = true;
s--;
if(h<1) {
if(mdisplay<0)
mdisplay=0;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
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lcd.printf("Time= %d Hr %d m ",phr, pmin);
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf(" %d m %d",mdisplay-1, s);
}
else
{
if(h<0)
h=0;
if(mdisplay<0)
mdisplay=0;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Time= %d Hr %d m ",phr, pmin);
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf("%d: %d: %d", h, mdisplay-1, s);
}
if(s<=0) {
mdisplay--;
mintime++;
s=60;
if(mdisplay<=0) {
h--;
mdisplay=59;
}
}
if(h+mdisplay <= 0) {
h=0;
mdisplay=0;
switchengine=0;
save();
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}
Pin_rain.rise(&rainsense);
}

}
}

// init and start the run
void startRun()
{
status = false;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("PUMP START");
wait(1);
lcd.cls();
displayUpdate();
}

int main()
{
Ticker raintimer;
raintimer.attach(&raintimercount, 180);

struct inputvalues dat;

Pin_rain.rise(&rainsense);
pin_up.mode(PullDown);
pin_down.mode(PullDown);
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pin_start.mode(PullDown);
pin_delay.mode(PullDown);
pin_rainscale.mode(PullDown);
pin_mainpower.mode(PullDown);
Pin_rain.mode(PullDown);
pin_start.rise(&timerf);
pin_start.fall(&callstart);

// maintotalread();

// read totalp pump hours and save in a variable

if (pin_mainpower==0) {
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(1,0);
lcd.printf("No main power!");
lcd.locate(0,1);
lcd.printf("Check connection");
wait(1);
} else {

/*String to Int Function */
read("/local/set.txt",&dat);

if(dat.spumpmin >15) {
//myled = 1;
phr= dat.spumphr;
pmin= dat.spumpmin;
if(dat.rs<16){
sensorp=dat.rs;
}
//Quarters = dat.sQ;
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//rsensor= dat.ssetpoint;
startRun();
}
else

{

//Home screen program...........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("SET TIME");
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf("T Hr: %1.1f", totalhr);

do {
while(pin_rainscale==1) {

// set rain set point scale

rsensor--;
if(rsensor<0)
rsensor=0;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Rainset= %1.2f in", rsensor*0.1);
wait(0.2);
}
while(pin_delay==1) {

// set delay time

d++;
wait(0.2);
dmin = d*10;
if (dmin>=59) {
dmin= 0;
d= 0;
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dhr++;
}
if (dhr>25)
dhr=25;
if(dhr<1) {
// del = dmin;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("Delay= %d min", dmin);

} else {
//del = d ;
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("Delay");
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf(" %d: %d",dhr, dmin);

}
}

while(pin_up==1) {

// set pump main time

wait(0.2);
i++;
pmin= i*15;

if(pmin>=59) {
pmin = 0;
i= 0;
//pmindisplay=0;
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phr++;
}
int pmindisplay= pmin;
if (phr>72)
phr=72;

if(phr<1) {

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("PumpTime= %d min", pmin);

} else {

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("Pump Time");
lcd.locate(2,1);
lcd.printf("%d Hr: %d min", phr, pmindisplay);
}
}

if(pin_down==1) {
int pmind= pmin;
if(pmin==60 || pmin==0) {
pmind=0;
}
if(pmin<0)
pmin=0;
wait(0.2);
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i= pmin/15;
pmin=pmin-15;

if(pmin<=0) {
pmin= 60;
phr--;
}
if (phr<=0) {
phr=0;
}

if(phr<1) {

lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(0,0);
lcd.printf("PumpTime= %d mn",pmind);
} else {
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("Pump Time");
lcd.locate(2,1);
lcd.printf("%d Hr: %d min",phr, pmind);
}
}
} while(pin_start==0);

// start the pump with all set points

sensorp=rsensor;
rsensor=16;

if(((phr*60)+pmin)<=0) {

// error if no time set
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{
lcd.cls();
lcd.locate(3,0);
lcd.printf("Error!!!");
lcd.locate(1,1);
lcd.printf("Time not set");
wait(3);
while(1) {
;
}
}
}

Quarters = ((phr*60)+ pmin)/15 ; //Initial selected number of quarters

if(((dhr*60)+dmin)>0) {

// delay algorithm.

delaytime();
}

startRun();
// call to (re)start engine run)&& status == true if(runtimeleft == 0 )
while(1);

// just wait for keypress */

}
}

}
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7.3.

Appendix A.3- Bluetooth low energy hardware code

#include "mbed.h"
#include "ble/BLE.h"
#include "CyclingSpeedAndCadenceService.h"
#include "ble/services/BatteryService.h"
#include "ble/services/DeviceInformationService.h"
#include "SerialLCD.h"
#include "pstorage.h"
#include "nrf_error.h"

BLE ble;
Timer timer;
InterruptIn pulses(P0_11);
SerialLCD lcd(P0_9,NC);

Timeout nopulse;

const static char

DEVICE_NAME[]

= "Paddlemeter";

static const uint16_t uuid16_list[]
=
{GattService::UUID_CYCLING_SPEED_AND_CADENCE,
GattService::UUID_DEVICE_INFORMATION_SERVICE};

uint32_t total;
volatile int r;

volatile long int c;
volatile long int rpm;
long int truerpm;
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float totalwater;
int appdepth=0;

uint16_t runtime;
uint32_t nextWheel = 5;
uint32_t nextCrank = 5;
static volatile bool triggerWheel = false;
static volatile bool triggerCrank = false;
float rpmf;
float Q;
float acreinches= c;
void reset();
void irritime();
void datastoretest();
void nopulses();
void disconnectionCallback(Gap::Handle_t handle, Gap::DisconnectionReason_t reason)
{
ble.gap().startAdvertising(); // restart advertising
}
void reset(){

// no pulse detection timeout function

appdepth=0;
runtime=0;
c=0;
}
void irritime(){
if(appdepth>1){
runtime++;

}
}
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void onTick (void)
{
nopulse.attach (&reset, 20);
++r;
++c;
if (c>190)
{
total++;
appdepth++;
c=0;
r=0;
}
if (c > nextWheel)
{
triggerWheel = true;

}

if (c > nextCrank)
{

triggerCrank = true;

}
}

int main(void)
{
Ticker irrigate;
pulses.rise(&onTick);
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irritimer.attach (irritime, 60);
timer.start();
Timer t;

ble.init();
ble.gap().onDisconnection(disconnectionCallback);

/* Setup primary service. */
CyclingSpeedAndCadenceService cscService(ble,
CyclingSpeedAndCadenceService::MODE_SPEED_CADENCE,
CyclingSpeedAndCadenceService::LOCATION_CHAINSTAY);

/* Setup auxiliary service. */
DeviceInformationService deviceInfo(ble, "JAY", "Model1", "SN1", "hw-rev1", "ffw-rev1",
"soft-rev1");

/* Setup advertising. */
ble.gap().accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::BREDR_NOT_SUPPORTED
| GapAdvertisingData::LE_GENERAL_DISCOVERABLE);
ble.gap().accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::COMPLETE_LIST_16BIT_SE
RVICE_IDS, (uint8_t *)uuid16_list, sizeof(uuid16_list));
ble.gap().accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::CYCLING_SPEED_AND_CA
DENCE_SENSOR);
ble.gap().accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::COMPLETE_LOCAL_NAME,
(uint8_t *)DEVICE_NAME, sizeof(DEVICE_NAME));
ble.gap().setAdvertisingType(GapAdvertisingParams::ADV_CONNECTABLE_UNDIRECTE
D);
ble.gap().setAdvertisingInterval(2000); /* 1000ms */
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ble.gap().startAdvertising();

// infinite loop………..
while (1) {

// check for trigger from periodicCallback()

if (triggerCrank && triggerWheel)
{
t.reset();

t.start();
while(r<94){
;
}
t.stop ();
int end=t.read_ms();
int period= end;

int acre-inch= 13577;
Instant-flowrate = (int) (acreinch*60/period);

r=0;

lcd.clear();
lcd.setPosition(0,1);
lcd.printf("GPM= %1.2f",rpm/1);
lcd.setPosition(1, 0);
lcd.printf("Acin= %1.2f",totalwater);
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uint8_t when = (timer.read() * 1);

if (ble.getGapState().connected){

cscService.updateCounters (total, runtime, when, appdepth, rpm);
}
}else
{
lcd.clear();
lcd.setPosition(0,1);
lcd.printf("Acin= %1.2f",totalwater);

ble.waitForEvent();
}

rpm = 0;

ble.waitForEvent();
}
}
7.4.

Appendix A.4- Android code (main Activity)

package no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.csc;
import android.content.BroadcastReceiver;
import android.content.Context;
import android.content.Intent;
import android.content.IntentFilter;
import android.content.SharedPreferences;
import android.os.Bundle;
import android.preference.PreferenceManager;
import android.support.v4.content.LocalBroadcastManager;
import android.view.Menu;
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import android.widget.TextView;
import java.util.UUID;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.R;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.csc.settings.Devicesettingsactivity;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.profile.BleProfileService;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.csc.settings.SettingsActivity;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.csc.settings.SettingsFragment;
import no.nordicsemi.android.nrftoolbox.profile.BleProfileServiceReadyActivity;
public class CSCActivity extends BleProfileServiceReadyActivity<CSCService.CSCBinder> {
private TextView mSpeedView;
private TextView mSpeedUnitView;
private TextView mCadenceView;
private TextView mDistanceView;
private TextView mDistanceUnitView;
private TextView mTotalDistanceView;
private TextView mTotalDistanceUnitView;
private TextView mGearRatioView;
private TextView mGearRatioUnitView;
String acres;
@Override
protected void onCreateView(final Bundle savedInstanceState) {
setContentView(R.layout.activity_feature_csc);
setGui();
//Intent ar= getIntent();
//acres= ar.getStringExtra("AREA");
}
@Override
protected void onInitialize(final Bundle savedInstanceState) {
LocalBroadcastManager.getInstance(this).registerReceiver(mBroadcastReceiver,
makeIntentFilter());
}
@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
super.onDestroy();
LocalBroadcastManager.getInstance(this).unregisterReceiver(mBroadcastReceiver);
}
private void setGui() {
mSpeedView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.speed);
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mSpeedUnitView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.speed_unit);
mCadenceView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.cadence);
mDistanceView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.distance);
mDistanceUnitView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.distance_unit);
mTotalDistanceView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.distance_total);
mTotalDistanceUnitView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.distance_total_unit);
mGearRatioView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.ratio);
mGearRatioUnitView = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.distance_time_unit);
}
@Override
protected void onResume() {
super.onResume();
setDefaultUI();
}
@Override
protected void setDefaultUI() {
mSpeedView.setText(R.string.not_available_value);
mCadenceView.setText(R.string.not_available_value);
mDistanceView.setText(R.string.not_available_value);
mTotalDistanceView.setText(R.string.not_available_value);
mGearRatioView.setText(R.string.not_available_value);
setUnits();
}
private void setUnits() {
final SharedPreferences preferences =
PreferenceManager.getDefaultSharedPreferences(this);
final int unit = Integer.parseInt(preferences.getString(SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT,
String.valueOf(SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT_DEFAULT)));
switch (unit) {
case SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT_M_S: // [m/s]
mSpeedUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_speed_unit_m_s);
mDistanceUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_distance_unit_m);
mTotalDistanceUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_total_distance_unit_km);
break;
case SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT_MPH: // [mph]
mSpeedUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_speed_unit_mph);
mDistanceUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_distance_unit_yd);
mTotalDistanceUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_total_distance_unit_mile);
break;
}
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}
@Override
protected int getLoggerProfileTitle() {
return R.string.csc_feature_title;
}
@Override
protected int getDefaultDeviceName() {
return R.string.csc_default_name;
}
@Override
protected int getAboutTextId() {
return R.string.csc_about_text;
}
@Override
public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(final Menu menu) {
getMenuInflater().inflate(R.menu.settings_and_about, menu);
return true;
}
@Override
protected boolean onOptionsItemSelected(final int itemId) {
switch (itemId) {
case R.id.action_settings:
final Intent intent = new Intent(this, SettingsActivity.class);
startActivity(intent);
break;
case R.id.action_devicesetting:
final Intent intent1 = new Intent(this, Devicesettingsactivity.class);
startActivity(intent1);
break;
}
return true;
}
@Override
protected Class<? extends BleProfileService> getServiceClass() {
return CSCService.class;
}
@Override
protected UUID getFilterUUID() {
return CSCManager.CYCLING_SPEED_AND_CADENCE_SERVICE_UUID;
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}
@Override
protected void onServiceBinded(final CSCService.CSCBinder binder) {
// not used
}
@Override
protected void onServiceUnbinded() {
// not used
}
@Override
public void onServicesDiscovered(final boolean optionalServicesFound) {
// not used
}
private void onMeasurementReceived(float speed, float distance, float totalDistance) {
final SharedPreferences preferences =
PreferenceManager.getDefaultSharedPreferences(this);
final int unit = Integer.parseInt(preferences.getString(SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT,
String.valueOf(SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT_DEFAULT)));
//final int acrevalue= Integer.parseInt(acres);

speed = speed * 1.0f;
if(speed<0){speed=0;}
// pass through intendedcase SettingsFragment.SETTINGS_UNIT_M_S:
// 1 km in m
mDistanceView.setText(String.format("%.2f",distance));
mDistanceUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_distance_unit_m);
mTotalDistanceView.setText(String.format("%.2f", totalDistance));

mSpeedView.setText(String.format("%.1f", speed));
}
private void onGearRatioUpdate( final float irritime, final double avflowrate) {
mCadenceView.setText(String.format("%.2f", avflowrate));
if(irritime<60) {
mGearRatioView.setText(String.format("%.1f", irritime));
mGearRatioUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_gear_ratiomin);
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} if(irritime>60){
mGearRatioView.setText(String.format("%.2f", irritime/60));
mGearRatioUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_gear_ratioHr);
}
if (irritime>1440){
mGearRatioView.setText(String.format("%.2f", irritime/1440));
mGearRatioUnitView.setText(R.string.csc_gear_ratioday);
}
}
private final BroadcastReceiver mBroadcastReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver() {
@Override
public void onReceive(final Context context, final Intent intent) {
final String action = intent.getAction();
if (CSCService.BROADCAST_WHEEL_DATA.equals(action)) {
final float speed = intent.getFloatExtra(CSCService.EXTRA_SPEED, 0.0f); // [m/s]
final float distance = intent.getFloatExtra(CSCService.EXTRA_DISTANCE,
CSCManagerCallbacks.NOT_AVAILABLE);
final float totalDistance =
intent.getFloatExtra(CSCService.EXTRA_TOTAL_DISTANCE,
CSCManagerCallbacks.NOT_AVAILABLE);
final float irritime = intent.getFloatExtra(CSCService.EXTRA_GEAR_RATIO, 0);
final double avflowrate = intent.getFloatExtra(CSCService.EXTRA_CADENCE, 0);
onGearRatioUpdate(irritime, avflowrate);
// Update GUI
onMeasurementReceived(speed, distance, totalDistance);
}
}
};
private static IntentFilter makeIntentFilter() {
final IntentFilter intentFilter = new IntentFilter();
intentFilter.addAction(CSCService.BROADCAST_WHEEL_DATA);
intentFilter.addAction(CSCService.BROADCAST_CRANK_DATA);
return intentFilter;
}
}
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